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I.

INTRODUCTION.
Prior to aa well as during the period of prosperity
caused by the war,it Is doubtful whether many of business enter
prises had what night be called real balance sheets .This con
dition of affairs was due largely to a lack of interest in
such finanelal statements and to the lack of appreciation of
their real value and significance on the part of the average
business man. Balance sheets were regarded merely as necessary
evils used for the purpose of obtaining credit from a bank or
to facilitate the floating of new or additional issues of
securities. Very often they were utilized as reports to various
governmental agencies and commissions in compliance with some
legal requirement.
The preparation of the balance sheet used to be
about as pleasant a task as the compilation of an income tax
statement and no more Interesting to read than army regulations
dU
to^layman. To-day,however,many are interested in the balance
sheet. Most business men,whether manufacturers,bankers,or mer
chants are interested in reading the balance sheet of their
enterprises. Directors of corporations are constantly endea
voring to discover the whys and wherefores of their respective
I
businesses through the medium of financial statements. In them

I. James 0 . McKlnsev.Bookkeeping and Accounting.Vol.2.pp.905-06.

2they are attempting to find at least some of the reasons for
the disappearance of the high profits made during the past few
years,as well as the possibilities for their reappearance at
some future time. In a word,the scope of the balance sheet
has been widened considerably and its purposes considerably
multiplied. It Is oftentimes as entertaining as a novel and
2
as important to the management as the income statement Itself.
'With the above mentioned facts in mind, one will
readily concede the urgent need that utmost care be exercised
In the preparation and display of the various Items of this
all-important statement.
.The drafting of proper accounting entries and the
outlining of proper accounting procedure for any Item on the
balance sheet is obviously very important If It is to show the
financial condition of a corporation and to make creditors and
proprietors understand Its financial situation. If the accoun
tant has a clear understanding of the purpose and the nature
of an Item,the amounts and procedure necessary tomprepare this
financial statement will become matters of comparative slmpllty.
This is perhaps more true of surplus than of any other Item
on the balance sheet,even though many of the problems which
arise with respect to the proper showing of this Item appear
at first to be extremely complicated and difficult to solve.

2. Ibid..Vol. I,pp. 32-40.

-3Such complexities and difficulties,however,give way readily
before an analysis of the nature of surplus and its place/In
the financial structure.
For these reasons It Is proposed In this treaties
to consider fully the subject and the proper methods of accoun
ting for the surplus of corporations. First of all,a discussion
of the nature of surplus Is absolutely necessary and desirable
to a consideration of the actual accounting procedure to be
followed with respect to the Item.

-4Chapter 2.
THE NATURE OF SURPLUS.
DEFINITION OF TERMS.
C a p i t a l The term "Capital" Is one of the most abused
and overworked words in financial literature. It 1b applied
to so many things of such marked dissimilarity that It is
necessary to know quite definitely in which sense It is used
I
In a particular^in order to avoid serious misinterpretation.
Capital,as used in accounting,Is an abbreviation for the more ,
technical and,perhaps,more accurate phrase "Accounting Capital".
It may be defined as the excess of the value of the assets of
a business entity over Its liabilities;it is measujsd by the
2
11Capital"or "Net Worth"section of the balance sheet. Its amount
also represents the value of the owners' or stockholders entity
In the assets of a corporation.
Capital Stock.- The capital of a corporation Is usually
divided Into two partsi(I).capital stock,(2).surplus. That
portion of a corporation’s capital which represents the con
tribution made or contracted to be made by the shareholders
In exchange for their shares In a corporation's stock and

I. S. Gundelflnaer.llThe Principles Which Should Go
the
Determination of Capital and the Amounts Avail
for the
Distribution of Dividends
In the
th< Case of CorpQratlon.llth
)lvl
Special Reference to the System of Capital Stock without
1.37,pp,322-31. )
Par Value
iS- X The Journal of Accountancy,Vol.37*PP»3
2 . Charles B. Couchman.The Balance Sheet.p p .173.
3. H. A. Finney.Principles of Accounting.Vol.I.Chap.7 .p p .15.

-5whioh can not be legally diminished by voluntary distributions
in the form of dividends or otherwise Is designated as capital
stock. The laws of practically all states now provide that no
portion of a corporation's assets shall be distributed to the
stockholders as dividends If such distribution will result
in an Impairment of Its capital stock. In case of corporations
issuing only par value stock,theoretically at least the capital
stock is measured by the par value of outstanding shares,in
spite of the fact that stockholders may have contributed actual
.. 4
values to the corporation less than or in excess of such amount.
While but few of the statues authorising the issue of capital
stock without par value are specific on the point,accountants
generally Insist that the aggregate values received er contracted
to be received by the corporation,either in money,property,or
services,as consideration for such shares issued and outstan
ding, constitute the capital stock of the corporation in so
5
far as its no par value stock outstanding is concerned. The
total capital stock would include,of course,In addition to the
amount,the par value of all par shares,if any,outstanding.
Surplus.- The surplus of a corporation may be defined
as the amount by which the value of the assets exceed the sum
of the liabilities and capital stock. It is measured by the
•i. Charles B. Couohman.Principles Governing the Amount Avai
lable for Distribution of Dividends. (The Journal of Acco
untancy ,Vol.38,pp.8?.)
5. Ibid..The Balance Shaet.pp.93.

excesil @f the "Capital*or nNet Worth”section of the balance
sheet over and above the amount of the capital stock otitstanding as shown therein. Any amount by which the value of the
assets fall short of the total of the corporation^!labilities
and capital stock is properly called *Deficit".It is the opposite
of surplus,and it is caused only by losses incurred after the
organization of the corporation,since a corporation can not
7
begin business with a deficit.
The Term "Stirolus^ls Limited to Corporations.- The
definition of surplus is only applied to the corporate form
because the Surplus account appears only on corporation books.
The accounts found on the books of a sole proprietor and of a
partnership are different in this respect from those of a
corporation. In the business of a sole proprietor,the elements
which comprise the proprietor1s net worth are usually carried
9
.
in a single account called "Capital". In a partnership,the net
worth may be divided into as many accounts as there are indi10
viduala having a proprietary interest in the business.
It is
so divided as to show the Interest of each of partners in the
business. In a corporate enterprise,the net worth is divided

(TI
7.
8.

Charles B. Couchman.The Balance Sheet.no.19?.
Ibid., pp.207*
James 0. MoKlnsev.Bookkeeping and Accounting.Vol.2.on.528-40.
H. A. Finney.Principles of Accounting.Vol.I.Chao.7.no.I-I9.
9. James 0. McKlnsev.Bookkeeping and Accounting.Vol.I,pp.1-60.
10. Ibid.,Vol.I,pp.264-271• ’
H. A. FinneyfPrinciples of Accounting.Vol.I.Chap,6.pp.I-16.

Into two main divisionsinamely,Capital Stock account or accounts
and the Surplus or Surplus accounts• The Capital Stock account
or Accounts represent a part of net worth which ordinarily
can not be Impaired by voluntary distribution of assets. The
Surplus account is the balance of the net worth of a corporation,
and may or may not be available for dividends.
Relation to CAoltal Stock.- Customarily.the capital
stock represents the original investment of the stockholders of ,
a corporation. If a corporation issues par value.-.stock and has
received exactly par for all of the same,and has obtained no
other capital contributions,the capital stock is exactly equal
to par value of the shares of the stock Issued. It Is a general
rule that the par value stock of a corporation must be carried
II
on the books of account at par. Practically,the Capital Stock
account does not always represent the investment of the stock
holders ,because the capital stock Is sometimes issued for values
equal to or less than par. For these reasons,the amount Invested
by stockholders Is not always represented by the par value of
the issued stock of a corporation.
If a corporation sold Its stock at a prlee In excess
of Its par value,the excess,although really a part of the PaidIn capital,should be entered In a Surplus account Instead ofI
.

II. George E. Bennett,Advanced Accounting,Chap.4,pp.92-123.
H. A. Finney.PrlnolpjLbit 6T Acdblihtlkil.Chap.7.PD.7-9.

8
12
the Capital Stock account.

This rule does not conflict with

the definition of surplus as the excess of net worth over and
above capital stock,because the par value of shares issued in
the case of a corporation with par value stock ordinarily con
stitutes its capital stock.
Because the Capital Stock account or accounts do n6t
always represent the value# received for the oz^lnal shares,
and because the Surplus account or accounts may represent a
portion of sueh values,the concept of surplus must be divorced
from any distinction between the original investment of and
later accretion of capital. Sometimes,but rarely,the Capital
Stock account or accounts represent accurately the original
investment,and the Surplus account or accounts represent only
the accumulation of the undivided profits of the business. The
idea of profits is,therefore,quite naturally suggested by the
mention of surplus.
Relation to Proprietorship.- Surplus is as much a part
of the net worth of a corporation as,the capital stock Itself.
This fact has been mentioned above. Theoretically,the surplus
will be increasing year after year if the business makes profits
and accumulates them. On the other hand,the surplus will de
crease if a corporation Incurs a loss in doing business,in
which case the surplus item becomes a deficit on the balance sheet.1
2

12. George B. Bennett.Advanced Accounting.p p .128-129.
Robert H. Montgomery,Auditing Theory and Practice.Vol.I.
pp.278.

9It Is bo much a part of net worth that the corporation
is ao fully liable to its stockholders for their aliquot parts
of it ao it is of the capital stock.
The liabilities of a corporation to its stockholders,
however,differ from those to outside creditors,because if a
corporation becomes Insolvent or goes to bankruptcy,the claims
of outside creditors must be satisfied before the stockholders
ere entitled to anything,yet the liability^ to stockholders is
binding in regard to the surplus as in regard to the original,
contribution of capital.
Relation to Assets.- It is incorrect to say that sur
plus is represented by any specific asset. It is merely the
amount by which the assets of a corporation come to exceed its
13
liabilities and its capital stock. It is Just as impossible
to say that the surplus is represented by definite assets as
It is t6 say that the capital stock is represented by definite
assets or that the liabilities are thus constituted.
It is generally regarded as a sound finance for a cor
poration which has an accumulated surplus to invest its cash
in current assets or some other easily-sold securities. Those
assets are available for turning into cash when ready funds
are badly needed. These investments are not the surplus any
•more than the cash with which*they were bought and which would1
3

13. Ibid.,Vol.I,pp.279.

10otherwlse,perhape,have boen distributed in dlvldende.
Ordinarily there are two distinct steps In sneh
operation# First,there must.be a decision to distribute not
more than a certain amount, If any,of the earnings and to hold
the.remainder as more or less permanent addition to capital.
Secondly,there must be a decision to invest a part of cash,
If not Immediately needed. In such a way as It will earn a
greater return than if merely held In the bank. It Is the
surplus cash not needed for immediate'purposes,and not the
surplus shown by the Surplus account,which Is Invested. It Is
certainly possible for a corporation to invest a portion of
Its cash funds even though It has no surplus.
BIRD'S-EYE VIEW ON THE BOOKS.
Surplus is a part of net worth of a corporation as
already stated above. Allnet earnings or net profits of the
business are credited to a Surplus or Surplus accounts,and
all net losses are debited in a like manners The Surplus account
or accounts,if any*show a net credit balance unless there Is
a deficit Instead of a surplus. In the latter ease,some accoun
tants follow the practice of closing the Surplus account and
14
opening another with a debit balance,called "Deficit*; other
accountants leave the deficit in the Surplus account,letting
the fact that the balance is a debit show that a deficit exists

l4. Charles B.Couchman,The Balance Sheet.pp.207,

II
rather than a surplus;still other accountants name the account
"Surplus and Deficit"In order to accomodate either condition.
The writer is in favor of the third plan,because corporations
in ordinary practice have been found more frequently than not
as-.a natural result of the first yenr1s business to have a
deficit rather than a surplus. However shown on the books,the
amount of a deficit lelabpeled "Deficit"on the balance sheet,
and preferably should be shown as a substraction item in the
net worth section.
Differs from Sole Proprietor.- A sole proprietor is
an individual operating business. The accounting procedure
is very simple. The net worth is shown In a single account
called "Capital". Net earnings are credited to it and net losses
15
are debited to it, no Surplus account or accounts appearing
on the books.
Differs from Partnership.- The accounting procedure of
a partnership is different from that of a sole proprietor in
that the Capital account is divided into as many parts as there
are partners in a firm. The net profit and loss are distributed
between partners'"Capital*aocounte in accordance with such
agreement,no Surplus account or accounts appearing on the
books.

:
■• '

'

•'V-

'

15. James 0. McKinsey.Bookkkeeplng And Accounting.Vol.I.Chap.
9,pp.117-129.
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The definition of surplus has been given above. It
may be separated into three main divisions;namely,capital sur
plus, surplus from re-valuatlon,and earned surplus,
CApltal Surplus.- This kind of surplus Is derived from.
16 sources other than the ordinary operations of the business.
It may be subdivided as follows*
(a)

.Paid-In surplus,arising from contributions made by

stockholders,such as (I) premium from the original issuance
of par value stock for an amount in exoess of pjar, (2) the sale
of no par value stock for an amount in excess of the statutory
minimum selling price or " stated*1capital value per share when
such excess Is not credited to the Capital Stock account,(3)
Donation from stockholders of either stock or assets,(4) for
feiture of part payments made on stock subscription, (5) the
acquiring of par value stock at.a price less than par,and the
sale of the same at a price above par,and (6) the reacquiring
of no par value shares at a price less than the original PaidIn or average Paid-In value per share and the sale of the same
at a price In excess of such basis or in excess of the cost
price thereof when booked at cost,(7) assessed from stockholders
pro rata on the outstanding shares in case of reorganisation.

l

(b) Capital surplus derived from other sources,such as
'
16. Charles B. Couchman.Classification, of Surplus.(The Journal
of Accountancy.Vol.M.pp.249-g62.)

13(1) contributions made by parties other than the stockholders,
under such circumstances that no liability Is created nor com
pensation service or values rendered,for Instance,the donation
to the corporation of a factory site by a munioIpaoIty,and
(2) the sale of capital assets for an amount in excess of their
book value when such sale provides no funds from which dividends
may be paid.
Surplus from Re-valuatlon.- This kind of surplus is
due to the fact the credit item results from Increasing the

•

book value of capital assets. Such a credit may perhaps be
carried to an account having some such title as1’Unrealized
17
Increment” . The credit is passed to an Unrealized Increment
account,it le understood to be unavailable for dividends,and
la so shown on the balance sheet.
Earned Surplus■- This surplus is accumulated out of
profits derived from ordinary operations of the business. I
Earned surplus may be free and available for dividends,or it
may be unavailable for dividends,because of contracts with
creditors,such as bondholders,or because of resolutions of the
directors requiring appropriation from surplus. Thus,earned
surplus may be subdivided as follows:
(a) Appropriated and temporarily not available for

0)
dividends, such as* surplus reserved for sinking

17. H. A. Flnnev.Reserves.(The Journal of Accountancy,Vol.34,
pp.249-262.1

-14fund,(2) surplus reserved for extension of plant,and
(3) surplus reserved for contingencies,etc.
(b) Free,and available for dividends.

18. Ibid.ferineInles of Accounting.Yol,1,Chap.7>PP•14.
Charles B. Couehaan.The Balance Sheet.Chao.18-19.

>15Chapter
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NATURE AND SOURCES OF CAPITAL SURPLUS.
In the proeeeding chapter, the tern "Capital Surplus*
was defined and Its eourcee classified under two sub-divlslons:
namely,Paid-In surplus,and other sources. These various sources
will be fully discussed in this chapter and the following.
According to P. W. Pinkerton,"Paid-In surplus may be
defined as any excess above the par value of the capital stock
outstanding which had been contributed to a corporation by Its
stockholders,and which is retained by the corporation as a
part of net worth.*
Although ordinarily both the paid-in surplus and earned
surplus may be legally distributed to stockholders,yet,it is
highly desirably to keep them separate from each other in the
ledgers and on the balance sheet. The reason may be found in a
distinction which is often made in law between dividends out
of profits and the dividends which are really distributions of
contributed capital. As far as income taxes are concerned,such
distti^dfc'vte essential,because many taxes on dividends do not
apply against those dividends which are distributed from Paid-In
Surplus. Moreover,the possession of such information is of
value to the board of directors who too frequently assume that
the entire surplus represents earned surplus and forget thatI
.

I.

Accounting for Surplus.no.12.

16at some time In the past part of it was created in other ways.
As a result of this forgetfulness,resolutions for the decla
ration of dividends,notices to stockholders with reference to
diwidends,refer erroneously to certain dividends as being de
clared out of the net earnings of the corporation. In case of
financial troubles,such statement# may involve the directors in
2
....
serious difficulties.
Premium on Capital Stock Issued.- This represents value
contributed to the corporation by stockholders in excess of
the par value of the stock issued in exchange therefor. To
Illustrate:assume §20,000 of a corporation^unsubscribed stock
is sold for §22,000,the entry would be as follows:
Cash
Td Paid-In Surplus

§22,000

§ 2,000
,
.
(With the necessary explanation.)

JfcJC

If a portion of the capital stock is sold at a premium
and a portion sold at a discount,the one may be used to offset
the other and the difference may then appear as net premium
or net discount on stock Issued in both the ledger and the
balance sheet. If the consideration given for capital stock
is not in cash,the excess of its value over the par of the
stock issued therefor must exist beyond question before a cor
poration is Justified in creating a Paid-In Surplus account,
such as "Premium on Capital Stock Issued." If intangible assets
'

2%

■

Ibid.. DD.I3.

•

■

,

-

'

.

:

.

- .

■17
are contr 1T3Uted In exchange for stock, It is doubtful whether
the accountant la ever Juetfled In allowing Paid-In Surplus
3
to be created. When intangible assets have been so recorded
that a Paid-In Surplus account results,the accountant In pre
paring the balance sheetjshould reduce the book value of the
intangible assets by the amount of the alleged paid-in surplus
or give some other titles to the credit items. A designation,
such as "Surplus from Valuation of Patents in Excess of Par
Value of Stock Issued Therefor" or some similar title,might
perhaps be used. It is preferable,however,to eliminate all
such meaningless accounts from both sides of the balance sheet.
The Sale of No-Par-Value Stock for an Amount in Excess
of Stated Value.- The No-Par-Value Stock account should be
credited,ordinarily,with whatever consideration is subscribed
to be paid for h o par value stock, even though sales are made at
different prices. To illustrate:If 1,000 shares are authorized,
and a first sale of 500 shares is made at $40.00 per share,and
a second sale at #60.00 per share. The entries would be as
follows:
Cash
#20,000
To Capital Stock-No-Par-Value
#20,000
:(With.the necessary explanation.)
Cash
#30,000
To Capital Stock-No-Par-Value
#30,000
(With the necessary explanation.)

3. Ibid.. DP.1 6 . "

-18fhe crediting of the excess of |I0,0(X) of the second
sale to the Surplus aeecnmt la contrary to the whole theory
of no par value stock,because it assumes that the first sale
4
fixed a normal or par value of the entire authorised stock.
If the stated value per share should,however,be held by the
courts to represent the capital stock of the issuing corporations,
the crediting of the excess of the value of any consideration
received In excess of such stated value to the Paid-In Surplus
-account would seem to be In accordance with the facts. This
account would then disclose the portion of the paid-in capital
5
legally available for dividend distribution. Recent Illustration
of this procedure Is seen In the Dodge Brothers Incorporated
and Montgomery Ward.
Forfeiture of Stock Subscription.- If subscribers to
capital stock fall to complete their payments,according to their

4. H. A. Finney.Principles of Accounting,Vol.I,Chapter 9,pp.5-8
5. The corporation under the 1917 law of Maine might logteally
credit all proceeds from the sale of no par value common
stock In excess of stated eoxaon capital declared by Its
charter to the Capital Surplus account,since such excess
might be available under the law for dividends. Under the
Ohio statute of 1919.on the contrary,the entire proceeds
from the sale of.no par value common stock should be carried
to the Capital Stock account,since no part of the paid-in
capital would be available under the law for the payment
of dividends. Under the law of Hew York ,suoh excess is
available for dividends,but it Is not so available apparently
in California,because the eases in California have been
held that all paid-in capital Is capital stock even premiums
on par value stock.
6. W. Z. Rlply.From Main Street to Wall Street.(Atlantic Monthly,
97-98,June,1 9 2 5 7 1 . ■ '

contracts the payments which hare been made may be forfeited
■

.

.

:

*

■

or refunded,or the corporation may issue capital stock for the
amount of payments made. Ordinarily this is optional with the
board of directors unless the contract vrith subscribers contains
•to

a provision,,the contrary or the law of the particular state
governs the matter.
In some states,a specified time is allowed to the
subscriber. If he remains delinquent at the close of that period
all payments are forfeited,and the stock may be offered for
re-subscription. To illustrate!assume A. B. Jones subscribers
for capital stock of par value of $5,000,and he pays §2,000
.. : '
7
and defaults. The entries would be as follows:
Subscriptions
§5,000
To Capital Stock
(With the necessary explanation.)

§5,000

Cash
§2,000
To Subscriptions
(With the necessary explanation.)

§2,000

Unsubscribed Stock
§5,000
To Subscriptions
Surplus from Forfeited Stock
(With the necessary explanation.)

§3*000
2,000

If the stock is resold for 4,800,and the expenses for
resale are §300,the entries would bet
Subscriptions
£4,800
• Discount on Forfeited Stock
200
To Unsubscribed Stock
(With the necessary explanation.)

§5,000

7. H. A. Flnnev.Principles of Accounting;.Vol.I.Chap.8.pp.9.

-20Oash
#4,800
To Sutoserlptions
#4,800
(Withethe necessary explanation.)
Expenses on Sale of
Forfeited Stock
§ 300
To Cash
& 300
(With the necessary explanation.)
K

Surplus From Forfeited
Stock
#2,000
To Discount on Forfeited
Stock
0 200
Expenses on Sale of
Forfeited Stock
300
Paid-In Surplus
1,500
(With the necessary explanation.)

In other states,the forfeited stock must he offered
for re-sale. The amount received from the original suhsrlher,
minus expenses for re-sale and discount on re-sale,must be re
funded to the defaulting subscriber. According to the same facts
as above,the entries would be as follows:
Subscriptions
#5,000
To Capital Stock
#5,000
(with the necessary explanation.)
Cash
#2,000
To Subscriptions
#2,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
Forfeited Stock
$5,000
To Subscriptions
$3,000
A. B. Jones
2,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
If the stock is resold in the same condition above,
the entries would be:
Subscriptions
$4,800
A. B. Jones
200
To Forfeited Stock
#5,000
(With the necessary explanation.)

21
Cash
$4,800
To Subscriptions
§4,800
(With the necessary explanation.;
A. B, Jones
| 300
' To Cash
(With the necessary explanation.)

$300

A. B. Jones
$1,500
To Cash
$1,500
(With the necessary explanation.)
Assessments of Stockholders.- During the process of
reorganization,stockholders are frequently assessed a definite
amount pro rata on the outstanding shares. By doing so it may
"bring about an increase in proprietorship in the form of a
large surplus• For instance,assume that during the re-organi
zation of the Jones-Hayworth Company,the stockholders vote
to reduce the amount of the authorized capital stock from
$1,000,000 to $100,000,and that there is outstanding stock of
$7,700 is to be cancelled pro rata among the stockholders with
out any refund. In order to avoid the issue of fractional shares,
it is necessary for the company to make the cash adjustment
with its stockholders. A reduction of Tf/1077 or 7*15% was
computed on each stockholder1s Interest,and he is allowed to
retain the nearest full number of shares to that figure,return
ing the difference to the company. If he is allowed to retain
a fractional share over his 92.85^ to make an exact number
of whole shares ,he must pay the difference at par to the
company,the money being credited to Stockholders' Adjustment

-22acooimt. As this money is disbursed to stockholders who return
fractional shares over 92.85# of their respective holdings,it
was debited to that account. The entry for the controlling
transactions would be as follows*
Capital Stock Authorised
§900,000
To Capital Stock Unissued
§892,300
Paid-In Surplus
7,700
(With the necessary explanation.)
Because all the stock had been sold for par originally,
it will be evident that the §7 ,700,the par value of the stock
being cancelled,constitutes a paid-in surplus.
On the whole,amounts received from assessments should
be credited to Paid-In Surplus account. This surplus may be
used subequently by the corporation for the payment of dividends
or for whatever desired. Often,however,such assessments merely
wipe out a deficit. In this case the credit may be so recorded
as to cancel the deficit,and only the excess credit can be
considered as legally available for dividends.
Contributions Made bv Outside Parties.- Gifts of property
or other values from outside parties create an increase in assets
without corresponding increase

in the corporation’s liabilities,

hence, increasing the amount of its proprlet&i^y Interest. A
municipality or an association may donate a factory site and
offer similar gifts and bonuses In order to induce a manufacturer

8.
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23to establish a plant in a sartaia certain locality. If such
gifts or contributions are unconditional,an entry may be made
immediately,debiting the asset account and crediting Surplus
or Capital Surplus account. Any expenses incident to the accep
tance of the gift,such as the cost of disposing of an old plant
9
or moving expenses,would be offset against the surplus credit.
To illustrate*assume that a business is given a factory site
which Is valued of #50,000. The entry would be as follows*
Land
§50,000
To Capital Surplus
§50,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
If such gifts or contributions are unconditional as
illustrated above,there appears to be no objection to the
disposition of surplus thus created in such a manner as that in
which earned surplus is distributed as far as a legal viewpoint
10
is concerned. However,as long as these gifts or contributions
are to be reserved and remain undistributed,the earmarking of
the amounts withheld as *Surplus from Donated Land"would be
sufficient indication of the intention of the boardAdireetors.
Surplus from Sale of Capital Assets.- It is customary
to enter directly to the Surplus or Capital Surplus account
instead of to the Profit and Lose account any extraordinary
gains and losses whose inclusion in the current Profit and
Loss account would render the resulting total of that account

Wl
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ueelees for purposes of comparison between various periods.
This pratloe has developed as a result of a feeling that the
function of Profit and Loss account Is the collection of the
items affecting the normal operation of the business and should
be transferred to Earned Surplus. If a manufacturing coneern
credits Profit and Loss with the gain resulting from the sale
of factory site,it destroys the basis of comparison between the
profits of different years.
The present tendency Is to enter such extraneous profits
and losses in an account known as MCapital Cain and Loss’’.For
instance,suppose a building costing #10,000 Is sold for #15,000,
and its depreciation has been taken to the extent of $5,000,
the entry would be as follows*
Cash
#15,000
Reserve for Depreciation 5,000
To Building
$10,000
Capital Cain and Loss
10,000
(With the necessary, 'explanation.)
The Capital Cain and Loss account is closed to the Profit
and Loss account at the end of the fiscal period and consequently
closed to the Earned Surplus account.
Certainly,accountants used to credit capital gain and
loss to Capital Surplus account,but there is no reason why
this should not go to Earned Surplus account. Indeed,the pronents of the suggestion themselves recognize its impracticability•
”Surplus arising from the sale of capital assets should
have a special deslgantlon,and it seems logical that

-25tiie tera"Capital SurplusMshould iae used for the purpose
"It is difficult to separate accurately surplus arising
from the sale of capital assets and surplus arising
from earnings. If an asset sells for mere than its book
value the excess may be ealled*Capltal Surplus*.However,
the excess may be due to the fact that the organization
has written off too much depreciation in last years.
Depreciation may have reduced net profit and consequently
have reduced earned surplus to an unwarranted extent.
Conversion of the asset by sale restores to surplus the
amount Improperly charged to expense In other years.
Part or all of this amount in such circumstances is an
adjustment of earned surplus. It is evidently impossible
in such a case to determine to what extent the surplus
arising from the sale of the asset should be called
capital surplus. It is ordinarily sufficient to consi
der 'She whole amount as of this classification,without
attempting to analyze It further.
*It Is difficult also in analysis of surplus at a speci
fied date,if both earned surplus.and capital surplus,
are involved,to determine to what extent either of these
has been reduced In the past because of dividends. Pre
sumably dividends to stockholder may be declared not
only out of earned surplus but also out of certain other
kinds of surplus. Unless past dividend payments have
been ear-marked or one arbitrarily assumes that they
have been paid out of earned surplus,great difficulty
will be encountered in attempting to analyze the surplus
remaining on hand at any date.*11
Again*
- •
"It was formerly felt that the gain from the sale of
capital assets,being a capital gain rather than one
from the normal operations of the corporation,should be
carried to a special surplus account. But no good reason
seems to have been offered for doing this.......
"Since the profit arising from the sale of capital assets
may be a profit only because excessive depreciation In
the past,in which case Earned Surplus needs correction,
and since it would generally be difficult to distinguish
dividends of capital gain from those of normal earnings
(no distinction being made in the law,for tax or any
other purpose) it seems useless to a t t e s t to gild the Illy
by carrying the surplus resulting from such gain in a
separate surplus account. The classification of surplus
Into separate accounts is important for the purposes
II. Charles B, Couehman,

.199-200.
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that it eenree,but Its further subdivision into groups
which serve no useful purpose is wasted energy.1,12
The writer is of opinion that if a fixed asset is
sold for more than its book value,such excess is duo to a change
in the market value of such assets or a change in the price
level and the credit should go to Capital Surplus account if
the asset is to be replaced as,presumably,no funds are made
available for distribution,since it will have to be paid out
to acquire the new machinery and equipment. Otherwise,there is
no reason why this credit should not go to Earned Surplus,pro
vided it is not treated as earnings from operation of the business.1
2

12. P. W. Pinkerton,Accounting for Surplus.pp•40-42.

Chapter

4#

SURPLUS FROM TREASURY STOCK TRAMSACTIONS.
DEFINITION OF TERMS.
Treasury stock,a» the term is properly used,may he
defined as Stock which has been once Issued for value as fully
paid and which through gift or purchase has been returned to
the possession of the issuing corporation* The unissued stock

■iieJL

of a corporation is not 4 treasurer,although often erroneously
so called. This distinction is very important,because unissued
stock ordinarily can not be sold for less than par without
involving the purchasers in a liability to creditors,if the
issuing corporation becomes insolvent,for the difference between
the amount paid and its par value. Treasury stock,on the other
hand,with few exception#,may be sold for any price,given away
as a bonus with preferred stock or bonds,or otherwise disposed
I
of without any liability attaching.
In some states,the purchase by a corporation of its
own stock is illegal;while in other states such stock can be
acquired only in settlement of an otherwise unoellectable debt
due the corporation,and then it must be promply resold to avoid
the transaction having the effect of automatically reducing

2
the authorised capital.
As intimated,a corporation may come into possession

2.

H. A. Finney.?rInc:
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of its own stock either as a result of its stockholders having
donated or given back to it a certain portion of their holding
or through it# having purchased outstanding stock. The accoun
ting procedure for the two classes of treasury stock differs
to such extent that separate treatment is necessary. Hence,
donated stock will he discussed in the first part of this chapter
while purchased stock will be discussed in the latter part.
DONATED TREASURE STOCK/
Donated stock originates for one of two reasonsifirst,
In order that the issuing corporation may possess stock which
may legally be sold at a discount or be given away as a bonus
with preferred stock or bonds to provide working capital or
for other purposes;second,to provide through its sale a means
3
of wiping out or changing a deficit into a surplus. The first
condition arises owing to the fact that many corporations,par
ticularly those organized to exploit mines or other speculative
ventures,being prohibited by law from selling their stock at
a discount and finding it practically Impossible to dlaphye'.of
such stock at par,exchange their entire authorized common stock
for property,usually excessively valued,thereby constituting
it theoreotloally full paid,with the understanding that the
recipients are to donate a certain portion to the corporation
to be sold for what It will bring or give a*ay as a bonus with

3^
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preferred stock or bonds to provide the corporation with the
4
necessary funds for working capital and other purposes.
/
VARIOUS METHODS OF ENTRY.
When stock is donated to the treasury of the issuing
corporation,theoretically,a donated surplus is thereby created
for the par value of the stock. Practically,no real surplus,
however,exists until the stock is sold,at which time it may
be considered that a paid-in surplus has been created to the
amount for which the sale of stock was effected.
Since the assets were evidently turned in at an Inflated
value and are carried on the books at an Inflated value,it is
questionable whether if instead of a paid-in surplus being
shown on account of the sale of donated stock the book values
of the assets shouldAbe reduced• There are four methods of
handling donated surplus on the books of account,each based
on a different theory regarding this question as to whether
a true paid-in surplus is created or not when the stock is
sold.
First Method.- Assume that §10,000 of a corporation's
capital stock,all of which has been issued for property other
than cash,is donated back to the corporation to be re-sold in
order to provide working capital. The entry would be as follows;

3%
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-30Doimted Stock
#10,000
To Contingent Surplus
From Donated Stock
#10,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
If the stock Is disposed of at par,the entry would be
as follows:
Cash
#10,000
To Donated Stock
$10,000.
(with the necessary explanation.)
If the selling price of the stock Is the real paid-in
surplus to be considered,the Contingent Surplus account should
be debited and the Capital Surplus account should be credited,
the entry being as follows:
Contingent Surplus from
Donated Stock
#10,000
To Paid-In Surplus
$10,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
If the donated stock is sold at a premium of $5 per
share,two entries will be necessary.
Cash
s.
$10,500
To Donated Stock
$10,000
Paid-In Surplus
500
(With the necessary explanation.)
Contingent Surplus From
Donated Stock
$10,000
To Paid-In Surplus
$10,000
(with the necessary explanation.)
If the stock sold at a discount of #5 per share,the
first entry would be as follows:
Cash
#9,500
Contingent Surplus from
.
Donated Stock
500
To Donated Stock
(with the necessary explanation.)

#10,000

The realized paid-in surplus Is only §9 ,5001hence,the
second entry would be as follows*
Contingent Surplus from
Donated Stock
To Paid-In Surplus

$9,500
$9,500
5
(With the necessary explanation.)

Second Method.- The second method of accounting for
donated stock differs from the first in that the donation Is
considered a concession on the sale price of the assets which
were turned over to the corporation for the stock when It was
first issued. Upon the donation of some of the stock to the
corporation the par value of that part is credited to the same
asset accounts whSah were debited when the stock was first
issued.
Assume $100,000 of stock is issued for patent rights,
and $10,000 is donated back to the corporation,the entries
would be as follows*
Patent Rights
To Capital Stock

$100,000
§100,000

(with the necessary explanation.)
Donated Stock
$10,000
To Patent Rights
$10,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
When the donated stock is resold, any premium will
constitute an additional credit to Patent Rights,and any dis
count a debit to it. Assume the donated stock is re-sold at

5.
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32a premium of i5#the entey would be as follows*
Cash
TO Donated Stock
Patent Rights

#10,500

#10,000
500

(With m e necessary explanation.)
If it Is sold at a discount of #5, the entry would be
as follows:
Cash
Patent Rights
To Donated StoeK'.

#9,500

500
#10,000

(With the necessary explanation.)
In analysing this method,the disadvantage is that It
will leave the book value of the asset high If the selling

book value low if the selling price of the stock is high*
Third Method.* The third method is in effect the first
and the second methods combined. The Patent Rights would be
at first credited with the par value of the donated stock,and
the sale of the donated stock is treated as any other sale of
treasury stock. There would be no further change made in the
value of the Patent Rights because of the donation.
In following m i s procedure,the entries for recording
m e first issue and donation in m e above case would be as
follows*

6.
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33Fatent Rights
§100,000
To Capital Stock
§100,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
Donated Stock
§10,000
To Patent Rights
§10,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
If the donated stock is sold at par ,the necessary
entry would be as followst
Cash
§10,000
To Donated Stock
#10,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
If it is sold at a discount,say #10,the entry would be
as follows*
Cash
#9,000
Paid-In Surplus or Surplus
1,000
To Donated Stock
(With the necessary explanation.)

#10,000

If it is sold at a premium of #10,the entry would be
as follows*
Cash .
#11,000
To Donated Stock
Paid-In Surplus or Surplus
„
(With the necessary explanation.)f

#10,000
1,000

Fourth Method.- The fourth method is somewhat like the
first one. It differs from the first one only In one point,1.e .,
upon the sale of the donated stock the donated surplus is not
transferred to CApltal Surplus account. It stands on the books
permanently as Donated Surplus and is shown in that way or as
MWorking Capital Donated*on published financial statements in

7.
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-34order to reflect the actual inflation of asset values ahere
such exists. As in the first method,however,aiy premium above
par at which the donated stock is sold trill be credited to
Surplus account. The entries for donation and,re-sale of the
donated stock would be Just the same as the first one. Hence,
it is unnecessary to repeat them here.
When capital stock without par value is donated back
to a corporation by its stockholders,the accounting procedure
may be both greatly simplified and more rational. The weight
of authority favors making only a memorandum entry in the Journal
at the time the donation occurs, stating the number of shares
Involved and the purpose for which the donation is made. The
entry may be somewhat as follows*
• ’ March 1,1926. - ' :

*

'

-'

'

' ;:

Stockholders of the corporation have this day
donated 1,000 shares of the corporations no
par value common stock to be held in the treasury
subject to sale by the directors for the purpose
of raising working capital.
With the entry as a basis,the number of shares would
be entered in the explanation column on the debit side of either
the Donated Stock account or Capital Stock account,aM used
in figuring the number of shares outstanding shown on the balance
8
,
.
■
. sheet.
...
■
■ ■
.... ■
'
When the donated stock is re-sold,the proper asset
account would be debited with the value of the consideration

SI
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35recelved. The offsetting credit may be to one of several accounts,
depending upon the method used in recording the sale of the
original issue of atook end the purpose for which the donation
was made. If the donation was made to wipe out a deficit,the
9
credit would be carried to the Surplus account. The entry to
record the sale of the I,000 shares above at §10 per share
would be as followst
Cash
To Surplus

§10,000
§10,000

(Kith the necessary explanation.)
In case the donation was made to provide working capital,v
which will probably be a rare oocurance,the credit should be
10
entered to Paid-In Capital account,either Capital Stock or
II
Capital Surplus. If the donated stock Is given as a bonus
with the sale of preferred stock or bonds,the only entry necessary
is a memorandum,stating the number of shares,which Information
should be entered in the explanation column of the Donated
12
Stock or Capital Stock account. The writer is of the opinion
that there is no reason why even the donated par value stock
should not be treated In the same way^i.e.,by a mere memorandum
ta,

. *

entry in the journal with the proper notion of the number of
shares Involved In the debit side of the Capital Stock account.*
1

9.
10.
11.
12.
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36The donation of etotstk; does not reduo© the portion of the total
capital not subject to diminution through voluntary distributions.
If the donated stock of a corporation in above case is sold,a
balance sheet would be shown as followsi
Capital Stock
Less:Treasury Stock
Outstanding
Donated Surplus
Capital.Stock and Surplus

0100,000
10.000
90,000
10.000
§100,000

Yet,as stated above the capital stock is legally still §100,000,
but there is no surplus. The use of memorandum method for even
par value stock would permit the balance sheet being shown as ,
follows:
Capital Stock:
Outstanding
In Treasury
Total Capital Stock

§90,000
10.000
§100,000

PURCHASED TREASURY STOCK.
Corporations may purchase their own stock,where permitted
by law,for a variety of reasons. The stock may be re-acquired
with the view to its immediate re-sale,holding it indefinitely,
or cancelling it. The purpose may be to Influence the market
■
■13
price of the stock, to rid the corporation of those who are
14
regarded as a troublesome minority, or to make a profit on the
re-sale. As to the accounting treatment of the buying and selling
of the treasury stock,accountants have different opinions. The1
4
3
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weight of authority seems to support the view that such stock
is not an asset but an deduction from the corporation's net
■ 15
worth. To the writer, this seems the only logical position to
take in view of the fasts. When a corporation acquires its
own stock by purchase,what has happened is that the assets of
the business and the proprietorship equity have been temporarily
reduced. It is true,of course,that this can be re-sold and
assets can be brought into the business thereby,but the same
may be said of unissued stock,yet no one argue that the latter
is an asset.
Since a corporation purchases Its own stock, and since
it is certainly a matter of bargaining between buyer and seller,
the purchase price may be par,below par or above par. This is
true even in the case of preferred stock Issues in connection
with which It is stipulated that the stock may be redeemed at,
within,or after a certain time at a fixed price.
If treasury stock is purchased at par, it should be put
on the books by a debit to Treasury Stock and a credit to Cash,
and if later sold at par by a debit to Cash and a credit to
Treasury Stock. If sold at a premium, the entry should be a
debit to Cash and a credit to Treasury Stock and Capital Surplus.
If sold at a discount, the entries should be a debit to Cash
and Capital Surplus,and a credit to Treasury Stock.

15. R. B. Kester.Accounting Theory and Practice.Vol.2.p p .15.
H. A. Flnnev.Principles of Accounting.Vol.I.Chao.8.no.15.

If treasury stock Is purchased at a discount,the best
treatment of the discount Is to credit it to an account knoen
as1’Contingent Surplus on Stock”,because a corporation repurchases
its stock at a discount,and it does not Imply that a profit
has been made until the stock is sold at a higher price than
that which is paid for. Assume a corporation paid its stock
for purchase of #10,000 with a par value of #15,000,the proper
entry would beas follows:

'

Treasury Stock
#15,000
To Cash
#10,000
Contingent Surplus on Stock
5,000
(With the necessary explanation.)
If the §15,000 par value of stock shown above as having
been purchased for §10,000 were sold for §10,000,the entry
Just reverse.

.
Cash
Contingent Surplus
To Treasury Stock

on Stock

#10,000
5,000
§15,000

(With the necessary explanation.5
If it were sold at par,the entry would be as follows:
Cash
Contingent Surplus on Stock
To Treasury Stock
Paid-In Surplus

§15,000
5,000
§15,000
5,000

(With the necessary explanation.)
The

contingent surplus would be folly realised by this

sale,therefore,it should be credited to Paid-In Surplus.

39If the selling price were §12,500,a real profit of
§2,500 would toe made on this sale#' Hence,It should toecredlted
to Paid-In Surplus account of §2,500 instead of §5000 as previously
set up in the Contingent account. The entry would toe as follows$
Cash
Contingent Surplus on Stock
To Treasury Stock
Paid-In Surplus

§12,500
5*000
#15*000
2,500

(With the necessary explanation#)
If,on the other hand,the stock purchased for §10,000
was sold for a discount,say £$000,not only would there toe a
failure to realise the contingent profit,tout there would toe
an actual Ices. Of course this would toe necessarily a charge to
Paid-In Surplus. The proper entry would toe as follows;
Cash
#9,000
Contingent Surplus on Stock
5*000
Paid-In Surplus or Surplus
1,000
To Treasury Stock
#15,000
16
(With the necessary explanation#)
When a corporation purchases its own stock at a price
above par,the excess is a distribution of surplus# Since each
stockholder In a corporation has an interest in surplus to the
extent of his pro rata part of the capital stock of the cor
poration, and since the net worth of the corporation represents
the capital stock and surplus groups of accounts on the books,
when the stockholder surrenders his stock,he should receive

16. P. W.Pinkerton.Accounting for Surplus.pp.24-25.

-40therefop the par value of the steel plus hie share of the acou17
mul&ted surpluse To Illustrate*assume that a par value of stool
vv%
of 415,000 a a b o v e case Is purchased by the corporation for
#20,OCX),the entry mould be as follows 1
Treasury Stock
Surplus or Paid-In Surplus
To Cash

#15,000
5,000
#20,000

(With the neoesBary explanation.)
Stool purchased at a premium Is carried on the books
just the same as In the ease of treasury stock purchased at a
discount, surplus being debited If the purchase was made at a
premium. If it is sold below par,the difference Is a debit to
Surplus,which,whether the stock was purchased at par or at a
premium,Is thus reduced by the entire loss between the purchase
■ 18
-'
■
: :■
and sale prices.
If the stock is sold at a premium, the excess above par
is credited to whatever Surplus account was debited when the
stock was purchased to the extent of the original debit. Any
excess of selling price above purchase price is credited to
Paid-In Surplus. In the ease of the stock purchased at par and
sold at a premium,,Paid-In Surplus account thus reflects the
gain. In the case of the stool purchased at a premium and sold
also at a premium, one of the Surplus accounts is first debited

17. P. W . Pinkerton.Accounting; for Surplus.pp.24-266
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.41with the difference between the purchase price and par,and
later credited with the difference between the selling price
and par,but this credit should not exceed the debit previously
made when the stock was purchased. Any excess credit Is necessarily
19
made to Paid-In Surplus account.
In regard to the acquisition of capital stock without
par value,however,Professor H.

A.

Flimsy suggested that The

Treasury Stock account be debited and Cash credited with the
5*0
amount paid to the vendor of the stock known as the "Cost Method?
Thus,if a corporation purchases 1,000 shares of ltd no par value
common stock for |25 per share,the entry would be as followsi
Treasury Stock
To Cash

#25,000
#25,000 %

(With the necessary explanation,'
. giving number of shares.)
The number of shares Involved,as well as the cost,should be posted
to the Treasury Stock account,as the former Is necessary in cal
culating the number.of shares outstanding shown on the balance
sheet. Presumably,the cost of the treasury stock would in most

2;(
instances be deducted on the balance sheet from Capital Stock,
thereby showing the amount of the paid-in capital still remaining
In the business. Where,however,corporations are prohibited by
law from reducing their capital below the amount originally paid

19. P. W. Pinkerton.Accounting for Surplus.no.27.
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In for shares Issued,or have deducted their stated capital
equal to such paid-in amount,there certainly is a question as
to whether this deduction should not he wholly from the Surplus
22
account, - otherwise the corporation might violate the law hy
purchasing treasury stock and subsequently declaring dividends
..
. 23
.
to the full amount of the Surplus."
%hen the stock is sold,the proper asset account should
he debited for the value of the consideration received and the
Treasury Stock account credited with the cost price of the shares
sold. Any difference between these two prices constitutes an
increase or decrease in Surplus and should be debited or credited
respectively to Capital Surplus. If a lose is incurred,and if
the Capital Surplus account does not exist,or has an insufficient
balance,the debit should be made to the Earned Surplus account.
To Illustrate!assume that the stock purchased above is sold for
#30 per share,or total of $30,000,the entry would be as follows*
Cash
#30,000
To Treasury Stock
. $25,000
Paid-In Surplus
5,000
(With the necessary explanation.giving
number of shares.)
If sold for $20 per share,or total of $20,000,the entry
would be as follows:
Cash
§20,000
Paid-In Surplus or Surplus
5,000
To Treasury Stock
$25,000
(With the necessary explanation,giving
number of shares.)

22. H. A. Finney.Principles of Accounting.Vol.I.Chap.9.p p .8.
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TheAu»e of^oomt method as a basis of booking no per
value stock re-acquired by purchase is its greater simplicity.
There Are no troublesome adjustments to be made to Surplus at
the time the stock is purchased and eold,partleularly vhen re
acquired for less than the original issue price of the identical
share or the average of the same when the former is not determinable
CONCLUSION.^
In those states which permit corporations to re-ooqulre
their own stock, the courts have repeatedly used language indi
cating that treasury stock is considered as an asset.

The courts

of at least two stated,New York and Delarare,however,have laid
down the rule that a corporation can purchase its own stock
only with surplus or earnings and must under no o ireuststanoes
25
Impair the capital stock of the corporation* Accordingly, In these
two states a corporation without a surplus can not purchase
Its own stock,and in no case it can pay out for such purchase
an amount in excess 6 ^ such surplus. Therefore,with respect to
corporation organised under the laws of Mew York and Delaware,
re-acquired par value as well as no par value stock must be
regarded as having been purchased with funds representing earned
capital or surplus* This being the case,the only conclusion
the writer can come to la that such stock should fee regarded

24. Fletcher1! Cvolouedea of Corporations,Vol *2.o p *2090*93*
25. Hamer v. Tayloi^Rlce Engineering Co.,84 Fed.392?
G* H. McGill Co.v. Underwood,146 N. Y« S. 362j
Turner v. Turner Mfg*Co.I99 N, W. 155.

ae having the effect of reducing the surplus available for
dividends so long as it remains in the treasury• The amount of
such reduction is necessary the amount paid for the stock,hence,
the writer is of opinion that it should be booked at cost not
only for no par value stock but also for the par value stock
and deducted from the surplus on the balance sheet.
The above rigid rule of law Is not the law of all the
states permitting corporation corporations to purchase their
own stock,the writer freely admits. On the one hand,the strict
logic of the situation seems to demand that It ought to be th#'
law in all eases. There is a strange inconsistency between the
strict rule of law that corporations mast not distribute their
assets to stockholders as dividends when such distribution
would impair the capital stock. On the other hand,The majority
rule that corporations may distribute their assets to stockholders
through the purchase of the corporations1own stock without
express authority,in the absence of express restrictions,provided
such corporations act in good faith,without prejudice to the
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results w

their creditors and while solvent.

With the same

restrictions,why not permit the payment of dividends out of
capital stock? In a recent case in the Federal District Courts,
Judge Hand criticised this mojority rule,except when limited to

2 6 . Fletcherfa;0yclepedea of Corporations.Vol.2,p p .2093.*

The mojority rule on this point is that corporations can
not purchase their own stock unless such powers is expressly
conferred by Charter or some statute. This is the rule in
England,Kansas,Maryland,and Ohio.

-45purchasea from surplus tas follows i:
MIf a corporation has reoelved property Into Its ' ;
tz^easury of the. value of the authorized shares, that
la no doubt subject to the vicissitudes of Its ent
erprises,which will be represented by public know
ledge of Its succss or of the value of Its shares,
If,however,It purchases Its own shares,this affects
neither the value of other shares,the success of its
enterprises,nor the amount of its apparent share
capital. It Is merely a method of secret distri
bution, against the deceit of which its creditor have
absolutely no means of protection. The fund whleh
they have the right to rely upon has been surrepti
tiously taken from them. It seems to me very little
relief against the evils which such a right causes
to limit to cases where the corporation is thought
to be solvent. It is a strange thing,I think,that
there have been cases which permit the practice
27
which seems to be inevitably mischievous commercially*
v.'hether, then, both par value and no par value stock re
acquired by purchase should be regarded as a deduction from
surplus,and,hence,carried on the books at cost,depend upon the
policy of the accountant. There certainly is no harm coming from
recording such stock at cost providing it is deducted from the
surplus on the balance sheet. Assume that when stock having par
value of say $100,000 is purchased say for $90,000,the balance
sheet might appear as followst
Capital Stock:.
Outstanding
Purchased in Treasury

$900,000
100.000
§1,000,000

.

Surplus*
Balance Jan.I,19$200,000
Less:Treasury Stock Purchased 90.000
Add:Ret Profit for Period

solooo

Less:Dividends Paid
. 54!000
Total Capital Stock and Surplus

27. In Re Tlehenor-Grand Co. 203 Fed. 721.

$I,I0d|000

46Asauae that a corporation has issued its 2,000 shares
of no par value common stock with consideration received of
#35»000,and the corporation purchased 500 shares back,and the
purchase price was #10 per share,the balance sheet would appear
as followst
Capital Stock-No Far Values
Issued
2,000 shares
Less sTreasury Stock
500 11
Outstanding
1,500
"
#35,000
Surplus*
075,000
Cost of Treasury Stock Purchased 5.000 70.000
Capital Stock and Surplus
I05j000
T he writer favors recording both par value and no par
value stock re-acquired by^ohaae at cost whenever the circumstances
permit. Certainly,whenever such stock is to be treated as an
asset on the books and on the balance sheet,it should be carried
at cost. Also,when the stock is purchased with a view to its
re-sale prior to the making out of the balance sheet for stock
holders and for the publle,the greater simplicity of the entries
Involved would seem to dictate that it be booked at cost. From
a legal standpoint,it should be carried at cost and deducted
from the surplus on the balance sheet in the case of all cor
porations organized in New York and Delaware. The strict logic of
the situation would seem to dictate that this procedure should be
followed in all oases.
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SURPLUS NOT AVAILABLE FOR DIVIDENDS.
REVALUATION.
In the second chapter. It was pointed out that surplus
from re-valuation or appreciation of assets should be carried
into the account’’Unrealised InoreiMntMand is not available for
distribution as dividends,because it represents only an increase
in value which has not been realized by a closed transaction.
In recording on the books the fact that certain fixed
assets have been increased in market value,and that the board
of directors have considered it desirable to increase their
book value,the accountant should be careful to credit the excess
of the appraisal value over that book value to a special surplus
account. In no case should this credit be merged with the real
gains which are legally available for the declaration of divi
dends.
As a general rule,the creation of surplus by re-valuation
of assets must be condemned due to the possibility of Improper
Inflation. It should be understood that this condemnation is
not voiced because of anything Inherently wrong in the procedure
itself,but because of the ever present temptation which^offera
to the over-valuation of assets in order that a more favorable
showing may be made than is warranted by the actual fact. The
Carrying of such credit to the general Surplus account Is especially

48reprehensilDlo la that it may he made to appear a® though a
dividend is (possible which is not bo in tm%*
VARIOUS METHODS OF ENTRY.
There are three methods of entering the appreciation
in the value of the fixed assets,of which the first two enumerated
below do not correctly state the result of writing up the assets.
First Method.- Assume a building is carried on the books
at #40,000,and its conservative appraisal value is found to be
#100,000. The first method would be as follows:
Building
#60,000
To Surplus from Re-valuation
#60,000
(To record the increase in value of building
from its present book value of #40,000.)
While the above entry is very clear,practically,the
usual case is not so simple. Let us assume that the building
was built at a cost of #50,000,and its estimated life was fifty
years. If this building is suppemed to have no scrap value at
the end of the fiftieth year,accounting to the straight-line

2
method, the depreciation should be two per cent or #1,000 a,
year, den years after the building was built,the HReserve for
Depreciation of Building*account should amount to #10,000. If
the building is appraised at #100,000 at the end of tenth year,
and by resolution the board of directors cause this figure to

Tl
2.

Theodore N. Benohman.Sources and Treatment of Surplus.(The
Journal of Accountancy,Vol.35,pp.348-9.)
James 0. McKlnsev.Bookkeeping: and Accounting:.Vol.1.228-??.

-49be entered on the books,the entry should be the same,but the
explanation would be different.
Building
#60,000
To Surplus from Re-valuatlon
#60,000
To record the Increase In value of building
from Its present book value of #50,000
Less:Reserve for Depreciation
of ten years
Net Book Value
100.000 3
To the appraised value of
60,000
Surplus from Revaluation
If this method Is adopted,It will leave a debit balance
in the building account of #110,000 with an offsetting credit
balance of #10,000 in the "Reserve for Depreciation of Building"
account.
Second Method.-Bv a second method,the old"Reserve for
Depreciation of Building"account is wiped out and a new account
therewith stated. The entry is as followst
Building
#50,000
Reserve for Depreciation
of Building
10,000
To Surplus from Revaluation
#60,000
;
;■ ' . : 4
(vrith the neoeeaary explanation *)
Third Method.- The third method differs from the second
and the first in that it takes into consideration the "Replace
ment New" figure in the appraisal as well as the "Sound Value"
If the valuation report shows that an asset which costs #50,000
and has a book value of #40,000,now has a "Sound Value"of #100,000,

3» P. W. Pinkerton.Accounting for•Surplus.on.45.
4. Ibid.

-50the cost of replacement new would evidently be $125*000. The
Building account should therefore be #125,000,and the "Reserve ,
for Depreciation of Building account should be increased to
A
5
#25,000. The entry accomplish this would be as follows $
Building
#75,000
To Reserve for Depreciation
of Building
r , ; #15,000
Surplus from Revaluation
60,000
(Increase in value of building from #50,000
to #125,000 ti-At&Wfsetting increase from
#10,000 to #25,000 ingthe Reserve for De
preciation account.)
According to each of thi :three methods outlined above,
the credit balance in the Surplus from Re-valmatlon account
is #60,000. Iis will be not iced, however, that the third method
is the more logical of the three. The balances of the accounts
may be kWed as they stand in the preparation of a balance sheet
disclosing the facts in full. Such a showing on the balance
sheet might be as follows*
Building Replacement cost new
(Original cost of 1915,#50,000)
Less*Reserve for Depreciation
.
Appraised Value

5*

6.

#125,000
25.000
#100,000

Note: If the asset costs #50,000 and has a service of 50
years.l/5 of which has expired as evldented by the fact
that #10,000 is now credited to the Reserve,the book value
of #46,000 is 4 5 of the original cost. Now if the appraised
value or"sound value"is #100,000,the replacement new value
must be #100,000/4x5 or #125,000. The so-called"sound value"
of an asset is nothing other than the"replacement new"cost
less depreciation. Since depreciation is calculated on a time
basis had one fifth of the service life has expired,the asset
should be brought on the books at #125,000 and the reserve
set up at #25,000,reflecting thereby a "sodnd value" of new
book value of #100,000.
P. W. PlnkertonfAccounting for Surplusfpp.45-46.
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If the balance of the Building account la anything
other than #125,000,either the baala for calculation of the
depreciation will have to he something other than this balance
or the rate will have to be changed,for,otherwise,the asset
will not be written down to zero at the end of Its estimated
service life. To Illustrate: the rate of two per cent,in effect
before re-valuatlon,if applied to $125,000, will create a reserve
for depreciation totaling exactly this amount at the end

of

the remaining forty years of service life. On the other hand,
if,as under the first method,the Reserve for Depreciation is
allowed to remain at #10,000 and the Building account is increased
to #110,000,two per cent of the latter figure per year for
forty years will not accumulate a reserve to an amount Just
sufficient to offset the Building account. If a new Reserve
for depreciation account Is established as Id contemplated
under the second method,the rate would have to be Increased to
two and one-half per cent for the remaining years.
SET UP DEPRECIATION OF REVALUED ASSETS.
After a surplus Is created by appreciating the book
value of capital assets,the surplus must be reduced through the
remainder of the service life of the assets. The debit to record
on the books the depreciation of the appreciated assets should
be divided Into two parts,because not all of It Is properly a
charge against income. That part of the total depreciation

- 52-

charges equal to the depreciation calculated on the original
cost of the assets should he set up as an expense or charged
against lncome;the remainder of the total depreciation calculated
on the revalued assets should be charged directly to the account
MSurplus from Re-valuation”,Because these assets have been
merely Increased in book value and not in efficiency in so far
as production of income for the business is concerned; hence,
the part of depreciation resulting for the Increased valuation
should not be regarded as an operating expense.
In the above case,a, depreciation charge of $1,000 has
been made annually for the building against Income prior to the
\

time of re-valuation. After the re-valuation,the appreciated
portion will need be charged off regularly thereafter in order
to wipe out the value of the building at the end of the fiftieth
year's life.
Since the appraisal value of the building is $100,000,
an annual depreciation charge of 2,500 will be sufficient to
wipe out this asset over the remaining forty years of its service
life. Because an annual charge of $1,000 will be sufficient to
extinguish the original cost of the asset at the expiration of
its period of usefullness,the remaining $ 1,500 should be charged
against the surplus created by the re-valuation. The entry should
be as follows*

7.

TV. A. Baton.Depreciation.Appreciation and Productive Capacity.
(The Journal of Accountancy,Vol.30,pp.I-I2.)

-53Depreciatlon of Building
Surplus from Re-valuation
To Reserve for Depreciation

51,000

1,500
# 2,500

(With the necessary explanation.)
According to the above,the #60,000 surplus created by
the re-valuation of the building will be wiped out at the end
of the fiftieth year of its service life;the credit balance
to the Reserve for Depreciation account will exactly offset
the debit balance of the building account.
CONCLUSION.
The above procedure is favored by the writer,because
it distributes expense properly and reflects the financial
condition of the business of the corporation•in a proper manner.
The crediting the General Surplus account with such items may
result in the payment of dividends in excess of the actual
realized earnings in the year in which re-valuations are made.
On the other hand,if a corporation charges the depreciation
based on the^book value of assets against this current Profit
and Loss account,it will reduce or perhaps wipe out the profits
which would otherwise have been available for dividends.
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-EARNED SURPLUS.
As pointed out In previous chapters,capital surplus
and surplus from re-valuation are not always available for dis
tribution of dividends. Earned surplus may legally be distributed
at any time although It may be reserved by the board of directors
for other purposes. Earned surplus Is the most common form of
surplus. The YfordvSurplus”without qualification Is usually under
stood to represent

surplus derived from earnings. The practice

of corporations with respect to the manner of recording and
showing surplus from various sources is such,however,that it is
dangerous to make this assumption without actual knowledge of all
the facts.
VALUATION.
The surplus of a corporation is the variable which
measures the Increase or decrease limits net worth. The other
factor in the net worth,the capital stock,remains reasonably
constant.
Because surplus is the difference between the book value
of the assets and the sum of the liabilities and capital stock,
it follows that any under- or over-valuation of the assets is
immediately and to the same extent reflected in an under- or
over-valuation of the surplus and consequently of the corporation1s
capital itself. Equally erroneous results in the showing of the
net worth of the corporation arise from the om&Aslon,understatement

55or over-statement of liabilities.
According to the facts mentioned above,the problem of
asset valuation is a vital one in the preparation of financial
statements. If there was no such problem,or if there was some
formula! by which all assets of whatever type could be accurately
stated in terms of a dollar equivalent without any necessity
UM-«.
for saying whether theyAeash,buildings,accounts receivable,or
good-will,a balance sheet would be unnecessary,and only the
value of the net worth of the business would be needed as a
gauge of its direct financial responsibility.
But in the absence of any such simple as well as exact
means of predigesting values,prospeotive creditors and investors
require complete statements of specific assets and liabilities
with their values to which they then apply such rules of analysis
as "they have adopted for their guidance. The satisfactory ex
pansion of credit is dependent in part upon the reliability of
financial statements submitted to the creditors and present
or prospective Investors. If the assets are overstated or the
liabilities understated on such statements,the surplus will be
greater than actually exists. On the other hand,If the assets
are understated and the liabilities over-stated,the surplus
shown will be smaller than actually exists.
Basis of Asset Valuation.- Before the surplus of the
business of a corporation may be accurately measured,asedts must

56be properly valued. Among the many different bases in general
use for the valuation of assets are the following!
1. Original cost.
2. Original cost less adequate depreciation.
3. Cost to replace new. ' '' . .

-;

4. Present market or sales value.
5* Value at forced sales.
It is evident that the valuation of almost any group
of mixed assets on one of thise bases may be very different
from the valuation which would be secured by using another basis.
As all of the bases mentioned above are allowable in valuation
for different purposes,the proper measurement of surplus depends
on the choice of a correct basis for valuation as well as on the
accuracy of the valuation figures after that basis has been
selected.
Current Assets.- The guiding principle In the valuation
of merchandise should be reasonable conservatism. This means,
in the first place,that no profit should be taken in advance
of the disposal of merchandise by valuing it in excess of cost.
Up to this point,there is of course no disagreement among those
who would constitute themselves authorities on the subject,but
there is considerable disagreement when it comes to establishing
a rule of valuation when the market for similar goods,or forI
.

I. Charles B. Couchman.The Balance Sheet.p p .39-48.
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the basic material and labor,has declined to the point where
the goods could be replaced for less than, cost or could not
even be sold at cost.
This is by no means merely an academic question# During
the years in 1919 to 1921,business in this country had a rude
awakening to the possibilities and disastrous results of rapidly
declining markets. This development was to be expected in view
of the cessation of war

activities and the inflation of values

in the war years immediately preceding,but comparatively few
buslnesstiwere so conducted as to be prepared to meet it. At the
time this is written the general trend of prices is again up
ward, but the inevitable movement of business cycles will operate
to bring them down again to some extent sooner or later. Under
normal conditions,however,price movements are gradual,so that
declines are not so calamitous as they were after the war.
The generally^recognized principle of valuation of
merchandise,which may safely be followed,ls*cost or market,•
whichever is lower". This means valuing each item of an Inventory
upon that basis and using the total of such lower individual
valuations,not taking the lower of the two totals at cost and
at market. The United States Treasury Department,in determlng
Income for taxes purposes,permits valuation of merchandise either

2
consistently upon this basis or at cost.

2. Federal Income Tax.THeR.65.Art.1612,p p .270-271,1925•)

'—$8The only difficulty,then,la In defining*coet*and"market.
For trading stock of a mercluaMle concern, raw material-* of a
manufacturing concern,and supplies of all concerns-In other
words,all merchandise except the finished and partly finished
product of a factory-cost Is the amount paid therefor,including
transportation and any other expenses Incurred directly In pur
chasing the merchandise and having It set down In the place
where It Is needed,such as duty,marine Insurance,and weighing
and Inspection charges.
The amount paid for the merchandise will sometimes
properly Include losses on foreign exchange and losses on futures
purchased as protection against a rise In the market,and may,
conversely,be reduced by profits on such transactions. Cost
of

merchandise which Improve# with age may properly Include

carrying and treating charges,such as storage,Insurance,and drying
expenses.

'

In most cases market value should he taken to mean the
amount which would have to he paid to replace the merchandise
at the time,or In other words,current cost. This Is usually
different from the amount for which the merchandise would he
sold hy the concern In the ordinary courseof business.
Over a long period,the sale price of every commodity

3'. R. B. Kester.Accounting Theory and Practice.Vol.2.pp.86.
4. P. W. Pinkerton.Ac counting for Surplus.p p .82.

59and service,with thosinsleexception of gold,the price of
which is established ^

law,is determined by cost. Unless increased

cost is accompanied by increased demand or by a general rise in
the price level due to decline in the value of the dollar,so
that its sale price advances in proportion to the increase in
coat,production will be curtailed until the demand Increases or
5
the cost decreases. On,the other hand,if the demand for a commodity
increases,so that its oalo price rises without a corresponding
advance in cost,the production of the commodity will be increased
until it meets or exceeds the demand ot the cost increases,and
............ '

..... .

6

'

the normal relation of sale price to cost will be restored.
It should not be reasoned from these premises,however,
that It is proper to continue to value goods at actual cost
when the sale price ha»<Aellined. There are two outstanding
reasons for not doing so:namely,the value of Jhe dollar,which
is the measure of prices,Is so unstable that current costs as
expressed in dollars fluctuate;even if this were not so,there
would be no assurance that the goods could be or would be held
until the economic adjustment with respect to supply and demand
had taken place whereby the sale price of the goods would again

8
bear Its normol relation to the actual coat.
In regard to the valuation of accounts end notes receivable,

H. J. Davenport.Edononicn of Enterprise.p p .85.
E. V. Bohm-Bowerk.Positive Theory of Capital.p p .214-17.
6. Ibid.,pp.178-189.
7 v ,P • W . Pinkerton.Accounting for Surplus.pp.82.
5*
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60the problem Is largely one of appraising the unoolleotlble Items.
The book aoeotmt and note are Intermediate stages In the conver
sion of merchandise Into cash. If they were always worth their
face value,there would be no problem In their valuation except
for the element

of theoretical Interest which Is not cotiiim^-

taken Into account by commercial corporations. Professor R. B.
Hester suggested that If those receivables are worth their face
value,they should be so shown on the balance sheet^lf worth less,
the necessary valuation reserves should be set up.
Fixed Assets.- The valuation of property Items may
properly be either at cost with appropriate reduction for de-

10
preelation of at appraised present value.

The latter usually

represents depreciated replacement cost,that Is,estimated cost
to replace less depreciation based upon such estimated oust
and the age and present condition of the property. Valuation
II
upon such a basis Is usually described as appraised value.
Land Is not usually subject to depreciation as are
struoturee and equipment. It may,of course,decline In value,
but such decline need seldom be considered unless the property
is to be offered for sale. Land used in a business may not
diminish In value as an income-producing capital asset even
though It could not be sold for the amount It costs.*
1

Id

fbld*

Aegg^n t l na Theory and Practice.Vol.2.p

11. Ibld./Vol.2,pp.28T.
12. Ibid.,Vol.2,pp.303.
Charles B. Couohiaan.The Balance Sheet.p p .109.
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-61Flnanclal Institutions frequently carry their property,
especially furniture and fixtures,at nominal values,for the
sake of conservatism. It Is usually stated that there is no
serious objection to this being done so long as the values are
reduced to the point where there can be no misunderstanding
of the Intention of the directors by minority-stockholders or
13
other Interested parties. The writer bel 1eves,,however, that
this position is unsound, what possible reason can exist for
deliberately understanding such assets if no one Is deceived1
.
While there may be no fraud Intended,yet,deliberate understatement
of assets may work to the injury of certain Indivlduals,parti
cularly stockholders who sell their Interests for less than
their real value as a result of less favorable showing than Is
justified by the facts. The accountant should be careful to
handle the calculation of depreciation and should decline to
conceal any under-valuation which may possibly be misleading
as,the true surplus of the business.
Perhaps the most Important point to be considered in
connection with the value of physical property Is the difference
between Its value to a going concern and to a liquidating concern.
It Is utterly Impossible to place a valuation on property that
must be sold unless there is valid offer to purchase. Ai a forced
sale land may bring almost any conceivable price,and structures1
3

13. R. B. Kester.Accounting Theory and Practice.Vol.2.no.291-2.
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and equipment may not bring,more than their salvage value.
There Is no place in going concern,and valuation Is only at a
time of liquidation..
Intangible Assets.- The class of assets designated
generally as Intangible capital assets includes all such items
as good-will,patents,trade-marks,copyrights,franchises,leaseholds,
and so on,whether held under the authority of the original
grantor or under some form of licensing or sub-licensing agree15
ment.
The values at which intangible capital assets should be
carried are often subject to radical differences of opinion,so
that an accountant'a attempt to value them actually Is less
satisfactory than for any other class of assets. However,as
these assets are seldom considered as a basis for credit,the
differences of opinion regarding their valuation tend to relieve
the accountant from responsibility concerning them. It is generally
recognised that values have been placed upon Intangible assets
in many cases merely to balance the par or stated values of
capital stock,and the Investing public has become incredulous,
\

to say the least,of all such values. As long as the Items are clearly
shown In the balance sheet,any interested person is notified that
detailed investigation should be made before any conclusion is

14. R. B. Kester.Accounting Theory and Practlce.Vol.2,pp.84.
15. Charles B. Couchman.The BalanceSheet.no.125-110.
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formed regarding their actual valueo.
Notwithstanding these difficulties,it is incumbent upon
the accountant to protect the interests of the present and pro
spective Investors In the business as far as possible In connec
tion with the valuation of such assets and the proper statement
of the results of operations affected by such valuation. In
attempting to do so,he can only apply well recognized accounting
principles,with such adaptations as sees appropriate in the
particular case.
There are two features which are common to all intangible
capital assets and which should engage

the attention of the

accountant:namely,the original valuation and the method of
amortization,if any. The detailed consideration-of these topics
is beyond the scope of this paper,but must iiet be overlooked in
relation to a true statement of surplus,
ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES TO BE CONSIDERED IN DETERMING SURPLUS.
While the realized operating profits shown by the surplus
account at the close of the accounting period,Is at best only
an estimate,and the estimate should be as accurate as possible,
moreover,the facts should be assembled in the books and statements
in a logical order,and in a form which will bring out as much i.Informatlon as possible and permit analysis. Thus the deter
mination of surplus becomes a matter of accounting principles.
This will be discussed under the following heads:

64Omlt no Elements.- If any operating transaction is omitted
from the books,and gains or losses are thereby Ignored,it Is
evident that the operating profits will be Incorrectly stated.
This is so evident,In fact,that the point may scarcely seem worthy
of mention,but there are two reasons why attention is called to
it here.
The first reason is that these items are often overlooked;
expenses are not entered on the books because they have not been
paid;income is not entered because it has not been collected;pur
chases are not recorded because time is required to pass the
invoices through the office routine,and they do not come through
for vouching until the beginning of the next period.
The second reason is that doubt is sometimes exists as
to the period to which the transaction properly belongs. For
instance,goods may have been purchased for future delivery and
are being held in the vendor'a warehouse awaiting shipping orders.
Should the vendee record this transaction as a purchase? And
when should the vendor record the transaction as a sale? According
to Sales Act in the section 18,"there there is a contract to sell
specific or ascertained goods,the property in them is transferred
to the buyer at such time as the parties to the contract intend

16
it to be transferred."

Professors Britton and Bauer explained

that the law might have taken the view that title to goods contracted

16. W. E. Britton and R. S. Bauer.Business Law.no.954.

65to 'be sold positively oould not pass to the buyer,no matter
what the parties Intended,until (I) actual delivery to the buyer;
or (2 ) until the price were paid;or (3 ) unless credit were ex
pressly given. At one time this was the law,but to-day,If the
contract

concerns ascertained goods,the sale test as to when
17. y
title shall pass Is the Intention of the parties.
seller and

buyer always express their Intention in such a form that there
could be no mistake ^concerning the matter would almost disappear.
As a matter of fact,however,buyer and seller seldom express their
intention as to when title is to pass. According to Sales Act
section 19,Rule I,"There there is an unconditional contract to
sell specifio goods,in a deliverable state,the property in the
goods passes to the buyer when the contract is made,and immaterial
whether the time of payment,or the time of delivery or both,be
postponed." In other words,if goods were not In a deliverable
^ state,the title would not pass. Accordingly,the vendor and vendee
should not enter on their books until the title has been:dissolutely
passed,but it is still safe to say that tie vendor should not
record on his books until the goods are actual deliver#!,and
the vendee e h e u M should not do the same until the goods are
received and approved.
To a similar or even greater extent than the above two
questions,costs and expenses are under this principle Incurred

17. Ibid.,pp.955.

.

66and charged in a period and the profit is taken in another
period which is not thus charged with the cost of getting the
income. Professor R. B. Kester suggested two methods of handling
the difficult-problems. The moat satisfactory method is the
rule-of-thumb. It operates on the expectation that the volume
of such orders awaiting delivery io fairly constant as between
periods;hence,the income from goods of this sort delivered
during the current period is charged with the costs and expenses-

18
of goods to be delivered in future periods.
Distinction Between Capital and Revenue Expenditure.- An
expenditure is the payment or the incurring of an obligation to
make a future payment for the benefit received. A disbursement
is a payment of cash. If an asset is purchased or an expense is
incurred, an(expendIture io made,regardless of whether cash is
immediately disbursed or not. If payment is deferred,there is an

19
expenditure but no Immediate disbursement. There are two classes of expenditures,known as capital
expenditures and revenue expenditures. Capital expenditures
result in obtaining benlflts of a permanent nature,such as land,
buildings,and machinery;such expenditures should be charged to

20
real accounts.

Revenue expenditures are in the nature of expenses,

21
and should be charged to nominal accounts.
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If the bookkeeping records are to furnish an accurate
record of profits and assets,liabilities and capital,It Is
essential that a careful distinction should be made between
these two classes of expenditures• If a machine Is purchased,
a capital expenditure Is made;It must not be charged to a
#*-A.
nominal account,or the assets will be under-valuedand^oonsequently
the surplus under-stated. On the other hand,If the machine is
subject to ordinary repairs,a revenue expenditure Is made;these
charges must not be capitalised by charging it to a real account,
or the assets will be over-valued and consequently the surplus
over-stated. If the machine Is subject to extraordinary repairs
which tend to lengthen its life, such expenditures may be charged
to Reserve for Depreciation account,^because it is tb make good
the depreciation and extend the life of the asset beyond the
original estimate of life.
Certainly,the distinction between capital and revenue
expenditures is very important and ®ustAmade in accordance with
sound principles of accounting,for,otherwise, the profits of
the period will be Incorrectly stated.
Provide All Data for Analysis.- When the operating profits
are ascertained at the close of the accounting period,it is im
portant to know not only the final profit or lose,but also the
various elements contributing thereto. In order to provide this
statistical information for analytical purposes,two things should

be remembered in recording transactionst(I) sufficient accounts
should be provided*so that eaoh desired fact can be found as
the balance of some account;(2 ) having provided the necessary
accounts*attention should be paid •in determining which*in any
given case,is the most appropriate one to debit or credit.
As to the first rule* the breaking up. of the old fash
ioned merchandise account furnishes a good Illustration. When
such an account is kept*its balance is meaningless,and it is
necessary to analyse the account in order to determine the
essential faots regarding the inventory»gross purchases,returned
purchases and allowances,gross sales *returned sales and allowances
etc. By providing a number of accounts,each desired fact is
furnished as the balance of an account.
In regard to the second rule,assume that the merchandise
account has been broken up,and that the customary accounts have
been established for purchases and returns,and for sales and
returns. In writing up an invoice,an error of $200 is made in
the extentIons,causing an over-charge to the customer and an
over-credit to sales. When the error is discovered,what account
should be charged,Sales,Returned Sales,or Allowances? Since a
credit memorandum will be issued,there will beAaa Inclination
to debit Returned Sales or Allowances,but a more careful analysis
will show that the $200 is neither a return nor an allowance,
but a correction of an erroneous credit to Sales,and hence

22
Sales should he debited,
Consideration for Deferred and Acorued Items.- If the
operating profits for the period are to be correctly stated,the
Profll and Loss account and hence,ultimately Surplus account
^should be charged with all of the expenses which are applicable
to the period and with no expenses which are applicable to prior
or to future periods• On the other hand,It must be credited with
all income applicable to the period and with no Income which
Is really an earning of prior or future periods• Therefore,a
a careful consideration must be given to the following Items$
1. Accrued expenses and income applicable to the period
but not entered on the books during the period because not paid.
Hence,an adjustment must be made for the accrued expenses for
the period.
2. Deferred expenses and Income,already entered on the
books,but applicable to the future period. Hence,an adjustment
must be made for deferred charges and deferred credits for the
period.

.
Anticipate no Profits.- The rule that.profits must not

be anticipated is that unrealized profits must not be considered
as earned. Care should be exercised by accountants not to confuse
a mere increase in the market value of anInventory with an earned
profit. This point has been discussed above,hence it is unnecessary

22. James 0. McKlnsev.Bookkeeping and Accounting.Vol.I.p p .189-90»

70to elaborate it here.
Provide for All Losaes.- The rule is often stated that
in computing profits,it ie necessary to provide for all losses.
1. Lessee already incurred,such as losses on sales,bad
debts actually ascertained,depreciation and other expenses,should
be provided for by proper charges to operations.

2 . Possible future losses:losses resulting from past
operations,such as possible bad debts from past sales,to be
provided for by reservepotential losses which indicate a pro
bable reduction in future profits. In this class belongs a market
decline in the value of an Inventory,for it indicates a probable
reduction in future operating profits.
Conservative accounting requires that these and other
similar prospective operating losses,shall be estimated and re
flected in the Profit and Loss account of the period when the
probability of the loss becomes apparent,Instead of waiting until
\

the period when the amount of the loss la definitely ascertained.

Chapter

7.

THE IMPOUNDING OF SURPLUS.
In the second chapter above,It was pointed out that
the earned surplus sometimes may not be available for dividends,
because the board of directors Is able to Impound the surplus
for specific purpose!,thus retaining it more or less permanently
In the enterprise. Any part of surplus which is reserved for a
I
specific purposes is labeled "reserve" with a qualifying phrase
telling the purpose for which such surplus is reserved.
As the science of accounting became more exact and the
principles of business became better understood,it was realized
that certain things for which reserves were being established
were actual decreases in the values of assets or increases in
liabilities resulting from losses or expenses actually suffered.
For instance,depreciation is now regarded as an actual cost of
operations for each fiscal period,not a loss incurred in a lump
when the depreciable

asset la replaced. The offsetting credit

to a reserve account made at the time this expense is recorded
reflects a decrease in an asset and not a setting aside of a
portion of the surplus.
Not all reserves are established to take care expenses.
For instance, the payment of a loan can not be considered an
expense, even though the money is borrowed to aid in meeting debts
arising out of an expense bill. In this case the expense la
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-72ineurred before the loan Is made,and the setting aside of profits
for the payment of the loan can not create an additional expense
or bL charge against income.
'

'

.
■

2

Thus reserves are of two kinds: namely,profit and loss t
reserves,and surplus reserves.
In order to show the difference between a profit and
loss reserves and.a surplus reserves,let us assume that a cor
poration owns a valuable machine which is used in manufacturing
a particular type of product and is not used in manufacturing
any other product. In this case it is necessary to set up a
reserve for depreciation,because of the certainty that a depre
ciation or deterioration in the value of the machine is conti
nually taking place. It is clear that depreciation is a proper
charge against current operations or income for the period. Hence,
the HReserve for Depreciation”which is credited under such
circumstances is an ”offset”or valuation account to the corres
ponding asset account,and,since the debit entry is to an expense
account,such, reserves are often referred to as profit and loss
reserves.
On the other hand,there is also, a possibility that the
product manufactured by this machine may be superseded by some
other article,or that a new machine may be invented -which will
render the machine owned obsolete. It may be necessary and

2%
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-73deelrable,therefore,to set up a reserve for superseBilon or
obsolescence. This can not be regarded as a profit and loss
reserve,because no loss is incurred prior to the time which the
obsolenoe actually takes palee. There is no certainty that it
will even be Incurred,and,even if it is,it will not be a result
of the corporation1a operations. If a provision is made for this
possible,It should be made out of surplus by debiting Surplus
and crediting an account such as "Reserve for Obsolemc#'#^
and the account representing the provision should be regarded
as a part of surplus and be so shown on the balance sheet. This
distinction is very Important,for because of this fundamental
difference the accounting treatment of the two kinds of reserves
is dissimilar.
PROFIT M D LOSS RESERVE.
Profit and loss or operating reserves are accounts set
up to show a decrease in the value of some asset or an increase
in the amount of liability as a result of some expense incurred
or loos sustained,which must be entered on the books before the
true net profit can be reflected. The-exact amount of such
decrease in asset or increase in liability and,hence,the expense
Is not always determinable,but through operating reserves there
can bo set up allowances to indicate the best approximation of
such items known to have been incurred. This class may be divided
into two sub-classes;(I) reserves representing deductions from

the value of assetsj(2 ) reserves representing liabilities.
R E S B i m KEPRESMTINQ- DEDUCTION FROM VALUE OF ASSETS.
Reserves which represent a reduction in the value of
assets are called Mvaluation reserve." For instance,reserves
for depreciation and reserves for- doubtful accounts serve to
reduce the value of fixed assets and accounts receivable.
Although the exact amount of the loss due to near and
tear,inadequacy,and other causes of depreciation can not be
exactly aBoertained,but,nevertheless,experience serves as a
guide In revealing the average life of depreciable assets,and
consequently the percentage of their cost to be written off may
be approximated and must be taken account of each fiscal period.
Theoretically,the value of the depreciating assets
decreases year after year if depreciation is continuously suffered.
The ameunt of the decrease in value may be credited to the
asset account itself on the books. On account of statistical
purposes,it is desirable to retain the original cost of the asset
intact in the asset account,and the amount of the decrease in
5
value therefore is set up in a reserve account which serves as
an offset to the cost carried unchanged. The same net value will
be thus obtainable,althoughtln two accounts instead of one.

3%
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Notes The '"11credit"'to the reserves for doubtful accounts does
not record the expense or loss,but the decrease in the asset
or increase in liability. It is the offsetting debit which
records the expense.
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75A b to the reserve for doubtful accounts,the general
principles are practically the same. Every business man .knows
that he probably will fall to collect all amount due from cus
tomers ,although he Is unable to tell exactly what the loss will
be. Experience teaches him what percentage of his credit sales
he Is likely to lose through uncollectible accounts• Hence,he
Is Justified In considering as an expense of the period which
receives credit for the Income derived from the particular sales
#
that gives rise to the accounts receivable on the books an amount
equal to the percentage of the sales made during the period.
The estimated loss on doubtful accounts is debited to
an account entitled Estimated Loss on Accounts,and credited to
the Reserve for Doubtful Accounts. The latter is a valuation

6
reserve.

The practice of setting up such a reserve is followed

when it is desired not to reduce the amount of reeetvables shown
in the asset account,Accounts Receivable,as in the case when
this amount acts as a control figure over subsidiary ledgers
showing the Individual accounts. The same result Is achieved by
setting up the reserves as would be accomplished by actually re
ducing the asset account,because the reserve Is deducted from
the latter on the balance sheet. The actual book value is again
shown in two accounts instead of one.
For example, t,Xw corporation has 0260,000 due from customers

6 . Ibid.,pp.772.

at the end of the,and it Is not known,probably,which customers
will not pay,but It is known from past experience that about
two per cent of the amount due from customers will prove un
collectible. Hence,the reserve for doubtful accounts should be
§5,200 and set up accordingly. The proper entry would be as
follower
Estimated Loss on Doubtful Accounts
To Reserve for Doubtful Accounts

§5,200
§5,200

(With the necessary explanation.)
As particular accounts are determined to be worthless,
an entry is made debiting the Reserve for Doubtful Accounts
and crediting Accounts Receivable,a corresponding credit being
carried to the particular customer* s account in the proper
subsidiary ledger. For example,assume that an amount of §1,500
due from V c o m p a n y is ascertained to be uncollectible,the entry
would be as follows:

,

,

Reserve for Doubtful Accounts
To Accounts Receivable

§1,500
§1,500

(With the necessary explanation.)
RESERVES R E P R E S m i H O LIABILITIES.
Reserve for taxes and for royalties are good examples
of liability reserves. In many oases the tax levy is not finally
adopted until after the close of the year,but an approximation
based on the assessed value and the expected amount of the levy
is set up as a charge against the profits of the period and

77as a liability.
In the case of most operating reserves set up to Indicate
liabilities,the account la better distinguished by the term
"accrued",such as "Accrued Ta x e s " A c c r u e d Royalltles",and eo on.
The use of the term"Reserve"in connection with these reserves
serves only to indicate that the figures are an approximation.
When the exact amount of the liability is known at the time no
valid reason can be advanced for the use of the term"Reserve"
When the operating reserve is credited,the corresponding
expense account should be debited,and consequently the entry
reduces the profits. Assume,that at the end of the year,it is
estimated that a corporation's taxes amount to $ 1,000,the entry
would be as follows*
Taxes
To Reserve for Taxes

$ 1,000
§1,000

(With the necessary explanation.>
SURPLUS RESERVES.
Surplus reserves are fundamentally different in nature
from those discussed above. The profit and lose reserves result
from expenses which serve to cut down the current profit;while
the surplus reserves represent the amount of profit set aside
for specific purposes. These may be divided into two sub-classes $
namely,(I) appropriations of surplus as a conservative provision
for contingent future losses,(2 ) appropriations of surplus for
finaneial purposes.
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C0H3EHVATIVE PROVISIONS FOR FUTURE LOSSES.
&s to the conservative provisions for contingent losses,
it may be further subdivided,because if the contingency .becomes
a reality,the loss may result in decreasing the value of an
asset or increasing a liability. For instance,the books are
closed using the market value of the inventory at December 31th,
which is lower than cost;the danger Is that the market may still
further decline and cause an additional loss. Consequently a
reserve is set up by charging Surplus and crediting a Reserve
for Market Fluctuations in Inventory. This reserve provides for
contingent loss on an asset.
In regard to a contingent loss resulting in a liability,
let us assume that this concern employs men to work in its
factory,and that there is possibility that workmen may be injured
and liabilities for damages incurred thereby. A reserve may be
set up to provide for this contingent loss and contingent liability.
In dealing with surplus reserves for future contingent
losses,there are a few points which should be discussed here.
First,since a reserve is set up to provide for a loss as In the
case of the taxes and royalitles above,the profit and Loss account
should be charged with the loss which has already been incurred.
If the loss is contingent,on the other hand,the charge should
be made against Surplus. For instance,a reserve for fire loss,
in case of self-insurance,should be created out o f •surplus and

-79not out of current Income. It is aometlmee argued that since
insurance premiums would be charged to expense if the'conppny
were carrying a regular insurance the debit,offsetting the credit
to this reserve,should be carried to an expense account. This
is fallacious,however,as no expense is as a matter of fact
incurred when a company eaxrfe its own fire risk. Literally
speaking,there is no such thing as *self-Insurance** The fact
is that an expense can be incurred thmu g h paying others to
compensate the insured in the event certain losses are incurred;
a small,certain,and regular periodic loss is substituted for
a possible large and ruinous loss. In the one case the loss is
poseitive certainty and,henoe,a cost of doing business;in the
other,the loss may never occur and,hence,ean not be an expense.
Setting aside a portion of surplus as a reserve for such con
tingencies is merely a matter of financial policy and has nothing
whatever to do with operations• It is no more logical to carry
the debit offsetting the credit to this reserve to an expense
account than it would be to attempt to make#charges against
income for all the risks b o m by a business enterprise,an ob
vious absurdity * The function of the figure "net operating
profit* is to disclose the amount earned by the enterprise as
a compensation for the services of capital used and risks born
by the enterprise. If the enterprise pays others to bear certain
of these risks,the net operating profit is reduced thereby,but

(

if it bears these rleko itselftno such reduction in fact occurs
regardless of entries made on the books.
Secondly,if a loss does occur,it should be charged
against the reserve only in case it is an extraneous loss;if it
is an operating loss,it should be properly charged to profit
and loss regardless of the existence of the reserve. For instance,
if a fire loss is incurred by a company which ha# set up a reserve
out of surplus for such contingencies,the loss,being an extra
neous one,should be charged to this reserve and not to the opera
tions of the period. On the other hand,if a reserve is set up
at the end of 1921 for possible losses on inventories from market
declines which may take In 1922,the loss,if it occurs,should be
treated as any other operating expense and should be charged to
the Profit and Loos account of 1922. This is accomplished through
treating the book value of the inventory as of the end of 1921
as a part of the cost of sales for 1922 • The reserve having
served its purpose should then be returned to the Surplus account.
Thirdly,since such reserves are in reality parts of
surplus,they should be called surplus reserves. Surplus is so
withheld,because the board of directors wants to avoid a deficit
in the event of some specific loss in the future. Accordingly,
the title of the account should be fully stated in order to
avoid the possibility of confusion,such as HSurplus Reserved
for Fire Loss","Surplus Reserved for Contingent Inventory Loss",

and

bo

on * An example would be ce follow®t
Earned Surplus
.
&I5,000
To Surplus Reserved for Fire Loss
#15,000
(With the necessary explanation.)

APPROPRIATION OF SURPLUS FOR FINANCIAL PURPOSES.
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Reserves of surplus for financial purposes may arise
because (I) of some legal requirement,such ao the accumulation
of a portion of the earnings of a national bank as a part of
the bank's permanent capital,(2 ) of an existing contract with
security holders requiring an accumulation of a sinking fund
"out of p r i n t s ,and (3 ) of some policy decided upon by the di’
- ' •
H
rectors necessitating the retention by the corporation a/portlon
of its earnings• They are intended not as provisions against
contingent losses,but are not available for distribution as
dividends on account of some financial policy of management.
For instance,surplus of banking institutions,reserves for sinking
funds,reserves for working capital,and reserves for extension
of plant all belong to this class,
SECRET RESERVES.
A secret reserve may be c r e e M d by any device which
under-states the assets,over-states the liabilities,or under
states the surplus. Capital expenditures may be charged to
revenue,income may be credited to the asset which produced the
income, excessive depreciation or bad debt provisions ma^.ebe made.

liabilities may be deliberately over-stated,as seta may be written
off to surplus,and„arekalmost innumerable varli^r of other devices
7
Amay be employed.
The theory and operation of the secret reserve were due
to the fact that,in prosperous years,when profits were above
normal,it was wise to conceal the company1a prosperity in order to
avoid attracting competition and to avoid creating in the stock
holders' minds an expeetiMon of similarly abnormal profits in
the future. Therefore,the directors wrote off excessive depre
ciation or resorted to some other method of over-stating the
expenses. In a subsequent year,when profits were subnormal,and
when a disclosure of this fact adversely affect the standing and
stability of the corporation,the assets formerly written down
were written up to make a surplus credit,and an appearance of
uniformity was thereby maintained.
In the early times,corporations frequently wrote down
assets arbitrarily on the theory that it was conservative,and
directors often deliberately created secret reserves on the
theory that such reserves made it possible to equalize profits,
thus maintaining a uniformity and stability W l c h was advantageous
to the corporations. Since the Income tax rendered the over
statement of income unprofitable,and since the under-statement
of Income was prohibited by law,the creation of secret reserves
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Is not very common to-day#
RELATION OF RESERVES TO FUNDS.
According to Professor H. A. Finney,"A fend consists
of assets,set aside for a particular purpose. Since a fund Is
an asset,the term”fund”should not be applied to accounts with
credit balances appearing on the liability side of the balance
sheet.
„

: ' v.
'
: '
'v ■
;:
WA reserve Is an account with a credit balance,usually

set up by a charge to Profit and Loss as a provision for an

.

expense,or by a charge to Surplus to ear-mark a portion of the
surplus as temporarily not available for dividends.
The relation of reserves to funds will claim our atten
tion,but it is variously contended that there is a necessary
relationship between.profits and the payment of a debt,for final
settlement only assets will suffice,and the policy of reserving
profits to an amount,equal to the sinking*is a pollby not dictated
by any fundamental principle of relationship between profits and
debt redemption.

•. .
: : ' :
■ '' '
V: ' ■: .
As to the first point,a reservation of profits may offer

the only available means of providing assets with which to redeem
debts. Accordingly,at least an indirect relationship between
profits and debt redemption is established.

S.
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In regard to the second point,only assets can be used

for the final payment of debts,but it is regarded as too broad
a claim,because the issue of new

stock, may accomplish the same

end directly,as where issued to creditors,or indirectly,as where
]
sold and the proceeds applied to liquidate the claims of creditors.
With regard to the third point,it may be said with equal
relevena#%#hat there is no basic relationship between debt re
demption and any method of settlement. The assertion can be
made with little fear of contradiction that so long as the claims
of creditors are satisfied,the maimer of doing it is of small
importance. Of course,only the currency of the realm is a legal
tender for debts but,if other forms of payment prove satisfactory
and are accepted,the matter ends.Therefore,it is solely a ques■
12
tlon of financial policy.
If the business needs a permanent addition to the capital
that can be secured by only two wayatnamely,the sale of stock,
and the reservation of profits. If,on the other hand,the debts
to be repaid have provided funds for the emergency or purpose
for which they were contracted and that emergency or purpose
no longer exists,then the repayment of those funds to the creditors
is the business policy dictated.
It should be pointed out that this kind of debt,the long-*

11. Ibid.
H. A. Flhnev.Principles of Accounting.Vol.2.Chap.46.
12. Ibid.
* R. B. Kester.Accounting theory and Practice.Vol.2.pp.454-5.

term obligation or bonds payable, for the settlement of which
the sinking fund method is often employed is almost invariably
an Indication of the need of large capital funds. Recognition
of this frequently is evidenced by the provisions of the trust
agreement requiring the payment into the oinking fund of the
periodic contributions out of profits.^
When the agreement under which the bonds are issued calls
for reserve as well as a fund,the purpose of the reserve is to
prevent the payment of dividends to the full amount of profits,
thus preventing an Impairment of the working capital. For instance,
assume that MAM company has a working capital of $1,000,000,
which can not be reduced without handicapping the operations.
It is desired to construct a plant at a cost of §200,000# This
chariot be financed out of working capital and,henee,a bond issue
of $200,000 is sold. The provision of the trust requires annual
contributions of $20,000 to the sinking fund,and annual credits
of the same amount to a reserve for sinking fund. Now,assume
that the company makes annual profits of $50,000. The contribution
to the sinking fund is not an expense. If dividends of $50,000
are paid,and if contributions of $20,000 are made annually to
the sinking fund,the working capital will be reduced by $20,000:
each year. This is beeauee the profits produce $ 50,000 of funds,
while dividends of $50,000 and sinking fund contributions of1
3

13. Ibid.

#20,000 require #70,000 of funds. The bondholders have a right
to object to such a reduction of working capital,because,If the
working capital is impaired,profltd may not be made in future
years and the company may not be able to make the future con
tributions to the fund. Therefore,the creation of reserve for
sinking fund results in an annual transfer of #20,000 from
Surplus account to a Reserve account and leaves^only #30,000
of the year's profits available for dividends.
#
The creation of the reserve for sinking fund does not
represent a provision for an expense

as

mentioned above,because

there is no expense involved In the payment of the principal
of a debt. The reserve merely represents an appropriation of
surplus which can not be made available for distribution of
dividends until the bonds have matured and been paid. This kind
of reserve Is often kept in exact uniformity with the fund,but
it would seem desirable to keep the balance of the reserve at
the amount which should be In the fund If contributions had been
made according to agreement and if interest had been earned at
15
the theoretical rate.
A sinking fund Is usually shown on the asset side of the
balance sheet under the heading of Permanent Investment,but -it Is
I'
sometimes deducted f m m the Bonds Payable on the liability;tide.

14. H. A. Finney.Principles of Accounting.Vol.2.Chan.46.p p .15.
15. Ibid.,pp.16-17.
17. Ibid.,pp.18.

87The fund usually consist# of cash,securities,and Interest accrued
up to the date of the balance sheet.
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Chapter

8.

DISTRIBUTION OF SURPLUS.
DIVIDENDS.
The eorporetionB* surplus may be distributed to Its
stockholders In the form of dividends. Such distributions may
ordinarily be made by the board of directors whenever the cor
poration has a surplus equal to the amount of the dividend. In
other word,the distribution of dividends must not impair the
legal capital of the corporation.
Legal Aspects of Dividends.- The underlying principle
of law and finance Is that dividends must not be declared out
I
of capital. Although the law,apparently,Interprets capital some
what roughly and does not rigidly insist that proper depreciation
charges shall be set aside before computing net proflt,yet it is
clear that there can not be a direct payment of dividends in

2
excess of what is ordinarily called gross profit.

Further than

this there is absolutely no statutory or other principle of law
that determines or even concerns itself with the proportion of
the gross or net earnings that may be paid to the stockholders
of a corporation as a dividend.
Perhaps,one ought to add,that it is a principle of law
as well as common morality that the declaration of dividends
should not be based on misrepresentation. While it would seem

T T T. donvngton.Corporation Procedure.on.429-430.

2.

A. S. Dewing,

,Vol.3,72-73.

that this should he understood,yet,there have been several
notorious Instances In which the manager and directors have
misguided the stockholders. The most obvious kind of misrepre
sentation Is that of over-stating earnings In order to prevent
3
an accounting Justification for the payment of unearned dividends.
Generally speaking,a dividend Is legal If*after Its
payment the net worth of the corporation remains at least equal
4
to the par, value of the capital etoek Issued# In case of a
corporation with no par value stock the courts have not passed
on enougi oases to provide a definite rule,but it may-bo regarded.
as an Impairment of capital if the net worth is reduced below

5
the amount for whleh the stock was originally Issued#
Earned Surplus.- Surplus derived from earnings should not
be merged with capital surplus arising from the sale of stock
for a consideration in excess of par or the statutory minikin
5
selling price or the stated capital value of no par value shares#
It Is an accepted principle of accounting for capital that a
differentiation ohouldbo made between contributed capital(to
be credited to the Capital Stock account or the Capital Stock
and Capital Surplus accounts)and earned oapltal(to be credited
to the Surplus account),for such separation Is essential for
statistical purposes and to guard against the Impairment of

3#
4.
5.

.
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capital otook l%r the payment of excessive dividends.
METHODS OF ACCOUNTING FOR DIVIDBHB9,
Dlvldendo may be declared from the accumulated profit
of previews periods, or thoy m y be declared at the end of the
fiscal period from the profits of the current period.
Declaration of Dividends.. Then dividends ere declared
from current profits, there are two methods by which they may be
7
recorded. By the first method the dividends are deducted from
the net earnings shown In the Profit and Loss account,leaving
only the earnings in excess of the dividends to be carried to.
the Surplus account.
By the second method the total net earnings as shown
by the Profit and Loss account are transferred to the Surplus
account and the dividend is deducted from the Surplus account.
In both cases a Dividend account Is credited for the amount of
the dividend.
In order to illustrate the two methods,It may be assumed
that the Profit end Loss account shows a balance of #25,467
before any distribution of profits is made. The corporation
declares a dividend of §15,000 payable in cash. Under the first
method the entries would be as followsi
Profit and Lose
To Dividends Payable

§15,000
§15,000

(With the necessary explanation.)

7. JamoSO. MeKinseyTEookkeenIna and Accounting.Vol.2,pp.
550-559,
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Profit and Looa
To Surplus

#10,467
#10,467

(With the necessary explanation.)
Under the second method,the entries would be as followsi
Profit and Loss
To Surp lus

#25,467
#25,467

(With the necessary explanation.)
Surplus
To Dividends Payable

015,000

#15,000

(With the necessary explanation.)
Since dividends are not usually declared until some %
time after the close of the fiscal period,the second method Is
the one which is moot frequently followed by corporations.
Payment of Dividends.- Dividends can be paid by a dis
tribution of any of the assets,yet cash is the most common form
for their payment. When It is not desired to distribute assets,
declared dividends may be satisfied by the Issuance of corporate
promises to pay in the future,these promises being In the form
of bonds,notes,or scrip.
A payment of dividends by a distribution of assets,as
when payment is made in cash, or

their payment by promises to

pay,results In a lessening of the corporation1 » net worth. When
the dividend

is declared as indicated above,the Surplus account

should be debited and the Dividends Payable account credited with
the aggregate amount thereof. When paid,the Dividends Payable
account must be debited and the Cash,some property,Scrip Payable

8
or Bonds Payable account or accounts credited# If the corporation
keeps only one account In Which both paid-in capital and accumu
lated earnings are carried,this account would be debited Instead
of the Surplus account at time the dividends are declared#
STOCK blVIDBMDS#
There are two types of dividends!namely,(I) those which
reduce the net worth of the corporation either ty reducing the
assets or by increasing the liabilities, such as cash dividends
and scrip dividends}(2) those which do not reduce the net worth
of the corporation,such as stock dividends. The distinction
between these two types Is essential to a correct understanding
of the legal,financial,and fiscal principles Involved.
The net worth of a corporation is not reduced by stock
dividends;while It Is reduced by any other kind of dividends
regardless of whether It is paid In cash or other assets,of the
recipients are given bonde,notes, scrip, or other evidence of in
debtedness. A dividend In bonds,notes,jaorlp of the distributing
corporation constitutes an absolute': reduction of the net worth
and an Increase in the corporation1s true liabilities or creditors
claims,because the stockholders then possess an absolute right
to demand cash or Its equivalent at a specified date. If a
dividend Is paid by the.distribution of the stock of other cor
porations held In the treasury of the corporation paying the

81

T. Conyngton.Corooration Procedure.Book 3,pp,1142-64*

93dlviaends,lt la a distribution of assets Just as much as Is a
cash dlYldende
T;hen a stock dividend Is paid,however, the stockholder
Is merely the recipient of a certificate to the effect that
his holdings in the corporation have become more valuable then
they were at the time of the original issuance of stock* The
corporation distributes nothing but paper;It merely divides
9
the evidence of its net worth into more.but smaller pieces* .
The stockholder was the owner of a certain fractional interest
in the corporation* a net worth before the dividend was received,
and he is now the owner of the same fractional interest of the
same to/fciil net worth* When the stock dividend is distributed,
the Surplus account will bo debited and Capital Stock account
credited,but the assets and liabilities will remain absolutely
the same.
.Fiscal Aspects.«• In the case of Towne v* Eisner, it was
held by the United States Supreme Court that atook dividends
were not taxable under the Revenue Act of I9I3,whioh did not
10
refer to them* In the case of Haoomber v* Eisner,the Supreme
Court held that stock dividends are not taxable under the Revenue
Act of 1916,although it expressly so provided on the grounds
that the receipt of such dividends does not constitute income

9.

a * P. Richardson.Stock Dividends.(The Journal of Accountancy
Vol.41,pp.121-82*)
, -'-In R* Waren&SafeKuardlnK the Creditors of Corporation,(Harvard
Law Review,Vol•36.pp*509-53I*)
10. Towne v. Eisner 245 U* 5. 418.
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&e within the contempletlon by the I6th amendment to the con
stitution of the United States* The Court1a language.is as followst
"We can not doubt that the dividend,'; was capital, A
stock dividend really takes nothing from the pro
perty of the corporation,and adds nothing to the
interests of the stockholders. Its property is not
diminished,and their interests are not increased...
. . . . . . . . .The proportional Interest of each stock
holder remains the same* The only change is in the
evidence which represents that interest,the new shares
and the original shares together representing the
same proportional interest that the original shares
represented before the issue of the new ones........
The corporation Is no poorer and the stockholder is
no richer then they were before.*..................
The plaintiff*o old certificates have been split up
In effect and have diminished in value to the extent
b£ t m w u e of the new J 1
"A stock dividend shows that the company's accumulated
profits have been capitalized Instead of distributed
to the stockholders or retained as surplus avallavl®
for distribution in money or in kind should opportu
nity offer. Far from being a realisation of profits
of the stockholder,it tends rather postpone ouch rea
lization, in that the fund represented by the new stock
has been transferred from Surplus to Capital and no
longer is available for actual distribution.......
"It is said that a stockholder may sell the new shares
acquired in the stock dividend;and so he may,if he
esn find a buyer. It is equally true that if he does
sell,and in doing b o realized a profit,such profit
like any other,is income,and so far as it may have
arisen since the sixteenth amendment lo taxable by
congress without apportionment. The same would be
true were he sell some of hie original Shares at a
profit,**2
In other words,a stock dlvldend,not being Income,is not
subject to tax,unless the shareholder exchanges his stock dividend
for money and other properties.1
2

11. Eisner v. Hacomber 252 U. 3. 428.
12, Ibid,,at pp.189.

95In order to make this point clear,reference Is had to
the Revenue Act of 1921 whleh reads as follows$
mA stock dividend shall not subject to tax but If after
the distribution of any such dividend the corporation
proceeds to cancel or redeem its stock at such time
in such manner as to make the distribution and can
cellation or redemption essentially equivalent to
the distribution of a taxable dividend,the amount
received In redemption of cancellation of the stock
shall be treated as a taxable dividend to the extent
. of the earnings or profits accumulated by such corp
oration after February 28 ,1913* M*3
In other words,a stock dividend is not subject to tax
unless the corporation proceeds to cancel or redeem its stock
in such manner as to make the distribution essentially equiva
lent to the distribution of a taxabld dividend. From this view
point, the Supreme Court* s decisions and the aot of Congress
are in agreement.
Legal Aspects.- Messrs. R. J. Sennit and P, W. Pinkerton
state that;
"Sometimes the directors declare Instead of a cash
dividend,what is known as a stock dividend. There
may be stock in the company’s treasury,donated or
purchased,that may properly be divided among the
stockholders in the form of a dividend, or unissued
stock may be issued for the purpose,or new stock
may be even created. The directors are perfectly
Justified in using such stock for dividends,provided
there are undivided profits of an amount equal to .
the face value of the stock issued as dividends.'*1
14
3
In other words,a company which Issues stock as a dividend
Instead of cash must have surplus equal to the face value of^

13. The Statutes of the U. B. of America.no.228-229.1921.
14. T. Conyngton.Corporation Procedure.nn.IISI-52.
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Stock Without Par Value.- As to stock without par value,
Messrs. Bennitiand Pinkerton state that:
"When a stock dividend is payable in stock without
par value,the only entry required on the general
books is one indicating the number of shares thus
disposed of. No value,not even an arbitrary one,is
being disposed of. The stockholders' proportional
interest remains the same,but merely cut up into
more pieces by having more shares outstanding. The
amount of surplus available for; other dividends,
whether stock or cash,is not affected in the least."15
In other words,a memorandum entry should be made in the
Journal at the time the stock dividend is declared and issued
setting forth the number of shares issued and this information
should be entered in the eaqplanatlon eolunm on the credit side
of the capital stock account.
Another proposal is as follows:
'' ' '
'
The procedure to be followed in the case of a stock
dividend would involve the authorisation to issue
additional stock by the stockholders and declaration
by the directors of a dividend of a fixed amount out
of accumulate profits,payable in oauital stock at
a specified issue value per share.
■
.

First of all,the directors would decide upon the amount
of the corporation* s surplus to be capitalized and then declare
the number of shares to be issued and their specified issue
value per share,the latter being determined by dividing the
amount capitalized by the number of shares issued. The entry to

15. Ibid.,pp.1152-53.
16. Some Questions on ffo-Par-Value Stock.(The Journal of Accountancy,
■Vol.39,pp.I3»5
■ •.. -

97record the declaration end the leeue of tiie dividend would be
the same as In the case of par value stock.
Financial Aspects.- According to Mr. William H. Lough
In his MBusiness Finance",stock dividends are Issued for any
of the following three reasonsi
"I. In order to keep the market price of the stock
at a point which will make It more readily marketable.
"2. In order to veil huge profits In prospect by
making It possible to declare a small or moderate
dividend on a large amount of stock instead of a
very high dividend on a small amount of stock.
h 3» In order to give to stockholders tangible evl- ^
dence of the Increasing value of their property. 1T
If either one or both of the first two reasons actuate
the directors In their declaration of the dividend,It would
appear that the method proposed by Messrs. Bennltt and Pinkerton
Is the only one necessary to record the stock dividend. In the
case of par value stock,the Capital Stock account must always
be credited with the par value of all shares Issued. Thus the
capitalization of a part of the surplus Is necessary because
the par value of all shares issued, as ^presented by the Capital
Stock account,measures the portion of the capital equity which
can not be legally Impaired by the payment of dividends. In the
case of capital stock without par value,the amount received by
the corporation for Its shares,generally speaking,constitutes
the capital equity not subject to Impairment by dividend payments.
Since the Issuance of additional shares as a stock dividend

I?. Business Finance.on.459.

brings no new capital Into the corporation,when the directors
have sought merely to feduoe the book value of the share* issued
with no intention of eapltalizing any part of the accumulated
earnings,It is only necessary to reflect of the increased number
of shares in the accounts and on the balance sheet. The proposal
of a memorandum entry of Messrs. Bennltt and Pinkerton seems
to meet all the requirements of the situation when the directors
in their resolution merely state the number of shares without
par value to be distributed without fixing any value thereon or
designating a portion of surplus to be capitalized.
When the directors are actuated by the third reason
above, the usual situation is that the earnings have been invested
In the business in such a manner that it would be unwise to
18
withdraw them for the payment of dividends. In order to remove
from succeeding boards the temptation to distribute excessive
dividends because of the large surplus available,a part or all
pf the surplus is capitalized by transferring it to Capital
Stock account,and the stockholder are at the same time given
tangible evidence of the increased value of their equity by the
issuance of a stock dividend. Under these circumstances,a stock
dividend should be recorded by debiting the Surplus account and
crediting Capital Stock account for the amount of the accumulated
earnings to be capitalized as already cited in the second proposal

18. A. 8. Dewing.Financial Policy of Corporations.Vol.3.p p .103.
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above.
A Statistical Study of Leading Corporations.- The issuance
of a stock dividend may be for any of the three reasons mentioned
above. It is sometimes necessary and wise to invest a large por
tion of earnings in the business,and even the enlightened selfinterest of the stockholders often requires that the earnings
19
not be distributed so as to impair the operations. Apparently,
there is a marked difference in policy among even succesful
corporations as to declaring stock dividends. Some have declared
stock dividends,because a large portion of earnings were invested
in machinery and equipment;others,on the contrary,pursue a liberal
policy as to stock dividends. For the statistical purposes,twentyfive Industrial corporations whloh issued their stock as dividends
•

’

'

'

from the period of 1908-1918 are cited in the following*

19• Ibid.,pp.106.
20. Ibid.,pp.107.

20
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Amerloan Radiator •©*
Amrloan Load and Smelting Co.
Bethlehem steel Co.
Cuban American Sugar Co.
Consolidation Coal Co.
Cudahy Racking Co.
General Chemleal Co.
General Electric Co.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Go,
Ingereoll-Rand Co.
Lehigh Valley Coal Sales Co.
P. Lorillard Go.
Hlles-Bement-Pond Co.
Bora Scotia Steel Go.
Owens Bottle Machine Co.
Packard Motor Co.
Procter and Gamble Co.
Quaker Oats Go.
Ray Consolidated Copper Co,
Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co.
Sears,Roebuck Co•
Singer Sewing Machine
Swift And Co.
United Fruit Co.
United Shoe Machinery Co.

k Dividend#
ier sent)
70.00$
50.00
20.00
.
40.00
79.00
50.00
30.00
34.00

13.00
70.00
55.00
20.00
40.00
40.00
128.30
100.00
24.00
63.20
5.00
100.00

106.90
100.00
83.30
40.00
40.00

Average
(per cent)
7.00$
5.00
2.00
4.00
7.90
5.00
3.00,
3.40
1.30
7.00
5.50
2.00
4.00
4.00
12.80
10.00
2.40

6.30
.50
10.00
10.83
10.00

8.30
4,00
4.00
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SURPLUS ON THE BALANCE SHEET.
It ie the duty of the accountant In preparing balance
sheet of a corporation*
(1) To set forth the actual assets and their values,
properly grouped and classified,and
(2) To present the offsetting legal claims,rights,equities
or Interests,and their amounts In such assets,adequately described,
and significantly arranged.
These legal rights can be enforced under eirtaln circumstances
to obtain complete and free title to the assets of a corporation.
Broadly, speaking,such rights consist of two groupsinamely,(I)
claims of creditors,properly called liabilities;(2) claims of
owners or stockholders,known as capital. While it is,,possible
to draw a dividing line between these two classes of interests
in every case with absolute accuracy,they differ from each other
as to priority of legal rights to the assets and,hence,their
presentation on the balance sheet should be such as to separate
I
them distinctly.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
The writer believes that it Is desirable that "net worth”
section of the balance sheet should be presented in a manner to
clearly differentiate between the principal elements composing
corporations’ net worth as outlined In the second chapter. The

3-

Charles B. Couchman.The Balance Sheet.p p .173.
Robert H • Montgomery.Auditing Theory and Practice.Vol.I,pp•367«

enumeration of the individual items should extend,however,only
far enough to present a clear picture{unimportant details whteh
may divert attention from the essential features should not
he shown separately.
It is particularly Important that a clear differentiation
should he made between the portion of the capital accumulated
out of earnings,and available for distribution of dividends,or
impounded for specific purposes,and the portion representing a
more or less permanent Investment

of the stockholders In the

corporation. It Is necessary,therefore,that capital stock and
capital surplus. If any/;edkists,which together represent the per
manent capital,should be clearly separated from the surplus

2
representing the accumulated earnings. A deficit from operations
should be likewise clearly shown,preferably as a deduction Item
in the net worth section and not on the asset side of the balance
sheet. Impoundlngs from earnings,the setting aside of which is
required by contracts with creditors,statutory enactments or
the financial policies of the directors,should be listed separately
and distinctly from free surplus.
Failure to observe these principles In the presentation
of the balance sheet results In/;a statement the examination of
which will not disclose to stockholders the amount properly
available for dividends nor Inform creditors as to the amount

2%

Ibid,,Vol.I,p p .736.
J. H. Jackson,Auditing Working Paper.ftp.I4S.

103lyr which assets may be depleted, by the payment of swell dividends.
The statement may also conceal a condition in which dividends
paid have exceeded the accumulated earnings. Moreover,actual
operating losses may be given the appearance of profits through
*
items being shown as surplus which should be exhibited under
Capital Surplus.
CAPITAL STOCK. ...
<rrv
With respect to capital stock Athe balance sheet should
be shown as to each class of stock:(X) the number of shares
authorized,subscribed,Issued,in the treasury,and outstanding;(2)
the par value of the stock; (3) the stated value of no par value
stock,if any;(4) In the case of preferred stock,the preference,
as to dividends and assets to be distributed upon the dissolution
of the corporation,redemption values,conversion privileges,and
other essential facts regarding the relation of the preferred
stock to the common stock;and (5) the value of the consideration
received for the Issue of the stock and^withdraw from the enter
prise, preferably in one amount,otherwise in conjunction with
3
capital surplus.
CAPITAL SURPLUS.
Capital surplus arising from the sales of capital stock
in excess of par value should be grouped with capital stock on
the balance sheet,the combined total representing the contributed

3*

W. H. Bell.Accountants Resorts.tro.56-60.
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capital as distinct from earned

Other items of capital

surplus,if small and unimportant,shpuld be shown under the one
caption MOther Capital Surplus";large and Important items should
be shown separately#
EARNED SURPLUS.
The item "surplus" when employed without explanation
as to its composition should mean,and in fact,usually does mean
5
earned surplus as was pointed out in the 5th chapter. There is
considerable difference of opinion among accountants as to the
propriety of including in earned surplus such items as to the
profit from the sale of capital assets,premium from the sale
of par value atoek of an established company when such premiums
merely have the effect of equalizing the equities of the old and
new stockholders in the corporate surplus,and the sale of no par

6
value stock for more than the stated value per share,if any.
The writer believes that,at"any rate,such items,though undoubtedly
realized and legally available for dividends,should,nevertheless,
be shown in the same manner separate from the surplus accumulated
out of the ordinary operations of the business. This is necessary
if the balance sheet is to serve the needs of prospective lenders
and others interested who fijfod it desirable to analyze the
results of past operation# in forming an opinion regarding the

4%
5.
6.

P. W. Pinkerton.Accounting for Surplus.p p .I-II.
W. H. Bell, Accountants Reports.pp.goT
Ibid.Auditing.p d .510-12.

105oontinuAnoe of profits. Hence,If such items have been Included
In the earned surplus,the facts should he stated on the face of
the balance sheet or set forth In a separate schedule attached
thereto.

*

.

Also,as generally understood by layman and most aeeountante,the word "surplus" denotes free surplus,that is,surplus
7
available for dividends and not appropriated for other purposes.
Therefore,accumulated earnings whleh have been reserved or
appropriated by the directors for special purposes should be
exhibited on the balance sheet as distinct Items.
Two methods may be employed In-exhibiting the earned
surplus ofl the balance sheet. In one,the balance only,as of the
date of the report, is shown with reference to an accompanying
schedule-thust Surplus#per schedule "A-I">£2,000,000.00. In
the schedule referred to there is shown the balance of surplus
at the beginning of the fiscal period, a summary of the charges
and credits for the period, and the balance as of the date of the
balance sheet. In the other,whether or not there is a statement
of profit and loss,there shown on the balance sheet a summary

8
of the charges and credits to surplus for the period.
Showing Reserves.- Although reserves usually show a
credit balance,yet not all of them should be* appeared on the
credit side of the balance. The profit and loss reserves result
' * /
.

7.
8.

Ibid.Accountants Reports.no.60-61.

.

.

.

106either in determining an asset valuation or in setting up of
liabilities. For Instanee>reserves for depreciation and reserves
for bad debts are valuation reserves. These reserves should be
9
shown as deduction from the respective assets appearing on the
left side of the balance sheet. The reserve for taxes,a liability
10
reserve,should be shown among the current liabilities. Under no
conditions should any profit and loss reserve.be shown as to make
it sees to be part of net worth.
As to the surplus reserves, they are nothing more than
appropriations of surplus and represent surplus set aside for
some specific purpose and not available for distribution as
dividends. Hence,they really.belong to the net worth group,and
should accordingly„be shown in that group of items on the balance
sheet,which represents the Interest of the stockholders.

For

example,such reserves may appear as followsj
Reserve for Contingent Fire Loss
Reserve for Sinking Fund
Total Surplus not Available for
Dividends
Free and Available for Dividends
Total Surplus

#25,000
10.000
35,000

Showing Declared and Unpaid Dividends.- When dividends
: 12
are declared by the board of directors,they become liabilities.
The Surplus account should be debited and Dividend;

9.
10.
11.
.
12.

account

James 0. ilcKlnaev.Bookkeeping and Accounting.Vol.I.no.270-71.
Charles B. Couchman.The Balance Sheet.on.214-15.
H. A. Finney,Reserves,(TheJournal of Accountancy,Vol.34.np.
249-61 *
James 0. HoKlnsey.Bookkeeping and Accounting.Vol.2. p p .555.
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/

credited# The helanee of the Dividend account shows the amount
of the dividend declared and unpaid# On the balance sheet,it
is shown as a current liability, Usually the unpaid dividends
are termed "Dividends Payable" when they appear on the balance
13
sheet •
If dividends have been declared by the board of directors
tJ-

and haveAbeen paid when due, stockholders may bring a legal action
against the corporation in the same manner as outside creditors
14
for the collection of debt#
Surplus from Which Dividends are Paid#- Capital surplus
should be separated from the earned surplus mentioned above.
In making this separation the-question comes up as to the kind
of surplus out of which dividends have been paid. According to
the underlying principle of accounting,earned surplus is always
regarded free and available for distribution of dividends if
there is no specific resolution of the board of directors in
declaring dividends from Capital Surplus account. According to
P. W. Pinkerton,"For the purpose of the federal income tax,
however,Congress has enacted that dividends should be deemed
to have been made from the most recently accumulated undivided
profits or surplus,and the United States district court of the
Northern District of New York has held that this rule should
apply "regardless of the language of the resolution or the

13# Ibid.,pp.556#
14. Ibid.
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Intent of the company,"*
In other werae*0ongre#B has enacted that dividends
must he paid out of earned surplus so long as such surplus
remains available before dividends may be construed as being
paid from other types or sources of surplus,and the federal
district court of Hew York emphasised the point. It is clear
that a corporation cannot arbitrarily allocate dividend dis
tributions to such sources of surplus as might prove a conven
ient meahs of defeating the purpose of the income tax law.
ILLUSTHATIOH OF THE BALANCE SHEET.
All items as to the legal rights,claims,equities,and
so forth shown on the balance sheet should be clear and distinct
for the purposes of the outside readers mentioned above. The
form of the balance sheet presented by P. W. Pinkerton is exce16
llent,and for that reason is presented in full here*

*5. Accounting for.Surplus,pp. 112.
16. Ibid.,pp.I08-IIO.

109Oerthage Cabinet Company.
Indianapolis
Balance Sheet,Dec.31,1925•
ASSETS.
Current Assets
Cash*
Cash In Office
& 12,750
Cash In Bank
94.675
Total Cash
Notes & Account# Receivable#*
Customers’ not Due
♦637,982.26
"
Past »
51,447.35
Ry.&lns. Claims
II.170.I ? _

^107,452,91
.

Total Outside Receivable#
#7CX),599.78
LesstAllowance for Bad Debts
44.728.12
Total Outsids Receivable#,Good
♦655,871.66
Inventories*
Raw Material
£537,742.32
Goods in Process
18^707.84
Finished O o M s
1.432.772,13
Total Mdse. Inventories
§2,194,222.29
United States Liberty Bonds
160.400.00
Total Quick Assets
#3,117,919.86
Fixed Assets
,
Land
.
§ 249,592.67
Buildings
§
581,910.21
Less*Depreciation
156.209.38
•
Buildings,Net Value
v 424,700.83
Office Furniture & Fixture#
19,085.04
less:Depreciation
9.782.15
Office F. & F.,Net Value
#
9,302.89 .
Factory Fixtures
§
197,627,76
Less{Depreciation
102.622.07 _
Factory Fixtures,Net Value
§95,005*69
##583,754.68
Machinery & Tobks
Less:Depreciation
538.632.60
Machinery & fools,Net Value
§1,045,122.08
Auto. & Trucks
§
55,182.79
Less{Depreciation
20.464.21
.
Auto. &.Trucks,Net Value
'"'
. 34,718.58^
Total
taaeta
&I.858,442.74
Deferred Charges
Supplies Inventories
7,337.92
Prepaid Insurance
21,904.95
5.000.00
’*
Royalties
$. ,34,24a.
Total Deferred Chaises
85.425.345
Total Assets

-IlOCarthage Cabinet Company.
Indianapolis
Balance Sheet,Dec.31,1925*
LIABILITIES AID NET WORTH.
Current Liabilities
180,000.00
Notes to Banks
178,046.58
Accounts Payable,Trade
160,689.44
Accounts Payable,Sundry
Accrued Interest & Taxes
.flhrSffiSsJSS
I
Total Current Liabilities
Fixed Liabilities
0 800,000.00
First Mortgage Bonds
Less:Sinking Fund in Trustee
Cash
2,$36.07
^$49.600.00
Investment
352.036.07
Total Sinking Funds
Net Fixed Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Worth
#5,000,000.00
Preferred Stock Authorized
Less;Unissued
#3,000,000
In Treasury I.000.000
Outstanding
Plus Subscribed
__
__ 100.000.OQ
,100,000.00
Total Preferred Stock
Common Stock of no-par-value
50,(XX) Shares Authorized,
20,000
"
Outstanding
A
M
Total Capital Stock
Surplus Available for Dividends:
Earned
#1,422,150.11
Paid-In
140.000.oo
1,582,150.11
Total Surplus Available
for
Dividends
a
■ ■ ■
"
Surplus not Available for Dividends:
Sinking Funds
$ 352,000.00
Contingencies
200,000.00
Expansion
Total Reserves
& 4 9 M
From Re-valuation
of Good-Will,Patents,
902.000.00
and Trade-Marks
200.000.00
Net Worth
Total Liabilities and Net Worth

593,231.67

iaa*

ANALYSIS OF 9URP10S ACCOUNT.
It 1b always desirable that the accountant shows all
change® In Surplus which have occured during the fiscal period
Ahe prepares a "balance sheet. The stockholders and outside ere*
:

: -■

'

.

■

.

’

"

.

■■

ditors may then be able to find the reasons for the change in
the Surplus as of the beblnning mid the end of the fiscal period.
Such an analysis may be shown by a schedule. The simplest form
would be as followsi
Surplus January 1,1925
Less Dividends Declared.
March 31*1925.
'Balance
Plus:Profit of year 1925
Surplus,Dec.31,1925

,

£50,200,32
30 000.00
#20,200.66

201000.00
#40,200.00

A STATISTICAL STUDI OF LEADING CORPORATIONS.
The surplus and dividend policies of corporations are
very diverse. Some distribute relatively more in dividends,
while others accumulate a relatively large portion of the earnings
and still others declare dividend# even though current operations
show a deficit. For statistical purposes,the following data re17
relative to the policies of leading corporations is givent

17. Moody1 e Industrial Investment. 1922.

Date
1921
"
"
M
11
M
tl

M
M

M
H
M
ft
ft
tl

H
M
tl

M
II
M
II
II
M

Names of Corporations

Net Income
or Lose*

Dividends
Paid

Accumulation
or Deficit*

U. S. Steel Corp.
§36,617,017 §50,634,802 §14,017,785*
18,088,685
Standard Oil Co,(Cal.) 33,588,231
15,499,546
1,063,728
Nash Motor Co.
2,226,076
1,162,351
290,762*
Lee Rubber & Tire Oox^*
9,238
300,OCX)
314,159
Int.Text Book Corp.
909,403
595,244
75,325*
Ford Motor Co.
12,850*
62,475
Virginia Iron,Coal &
264,428*
599,886
335,458
Coke Co.
4,343,948
American Tobacco Co.
18,254,663 13,91°,fI5
4,757,046
3,237,157*
1,519,871
U. S. Machinery Co.
Reece Button-Hole
1,788
120,000
^ 121,788
Machinery Co.
5,772,610
2,385.343
Aasoclated Oil Co.
8,157,953
337,172
1,736,714
2,113,886
General Cigar Co.In®.
Federal Sugar Refining
2,336,324
1,384,678
3,7219002
Co. of New York
Central Aguirae Sugar
1,209,601
1,599,533
Co.
2,809,13$
Canadian Locomotive
325,2*2
265,000
590,292
Co Ltd.
The Tuekett Tobacco
15,753
240,000
Co Ltd.
255,753
Citizen1a Wholesale
14,800
20,180
Supply Co.
247,572
=•1$
248,166
Mahoning Investment Cd.
The Rochester and Pitt
240,000
148,349*
91,651
sburg Coal and Iron Co.
223,879*
395,938
172,059
The U. 5. Finishing Co.
1,007,778
1,349,234
2,357,012
American Ice Co.
1,145,990
1,200,000
2,345,990
The Coca-Cola Co.Inc*
Computlng Tabulating
522,430
524,084
1,046,514
Recording Co.
The Consolidation Coal
744,505
2,411,981
Co. 3,150,486
2,244,758
1,706,616
3,951,374
Cosden and Co.

Hall
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